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SGA elections:

Candidates for president
speak on campus issues

By BARBARA BURCH
Mike Louden served as
SGA treasurei this year, and
on the publication board for
The Breeze. He is a member
of the Student Services
Commission, and served as

MIKE LOUDEN

chairman of the SGA committee to investigate front end
budgeting.
One plank of Louden's
platform, which he believes
separates him from the other
candidates, is his desire to
have a chapel constructed on
campus.
The chapel would serve all
denominations. Louden said,
and "allow for the worship of
one's
own
god."
It would serve as a place
for students to go and be alone
and reflect, Louden said.
Because state funds cannot
be used for such a purpose,
Louden said, the chapel would
have to be built by raising the
money and then donating it to
the Madison College i Foundation.
Louden
supports
the
deferred tuition payment
plan, which he introduced into
(Continued on Page 5)

Mike DeWitt has served as
SGA second vice president
this year, and has belonged to
the College Council and all of
its commissions.
He has
served as a member of, the
Honor Advisory Board, and
coordinated the SGA's used
book sale
held at the
beginning of the semester.
DeWitt said Madison will
have to establish some longrange goals, one of which
should be to provide a better
quality of education.
Enrollment
has
been
steadily increasing, he said,
and most classes, especially
general studies courses, are
over-crowded.
If Madison continues to
grow, the quality of education
is going to deteriorate, DeWitt
said.
As part of his platform,
DeWitt is advocating the
establishment of a pre
registration system in which
students would register for
classes at the end of each

semester for the next one.
Other
colleges
and
universities
have
preregistration systems, he said,
and one can be developed at
Madison if enough students
want it.
The college has purchased
(Continued on Page 5)

Lynn White has served two
years as a senator from
Converse Hall, and is the
current chairman of the
constitutional revisions
committee of the SGA senate.
This year, she was one of five
SGA senators to win reelection.

As part of her platform,
White would also like to have a
system of pre-registration
implemented. The first trial
run should be at the end of the
fall semester next year.
White
supports
the
strengthening of the honor
code, and believes that a
uniform penalty system as
well as requiring students to
sign honor pledges on all tests
and
papers
will
help
strengthen the system.
The SGA should "push" the
honor system at orientation,
she said.
In addition, there should be
better cooperation between .
the SGA and its funded
organizations, White said.
Those organizations funded
by SGA, unless they are
misrepresenting the college or
blatantly misusing funds,
should not be told what to do
by th~ °~- fJtttaid.
.*«*%
The SGA should work for
these' organizations, White
(Continued on Page 5)

LYNN WHITE

MIKE DEWITT

BASEBALL IN THE SNOW?
Madison's
baseball team played a doubleheader Wednesday, with much of the second game played
during a snowstorm. The Dukes fought the

snow, and Buffalo State, to win 9-2. The first
game of the afternoon had Madison winning 7-0
against Edinboro State.
See page 19.
Photo by Mark Thompson

Funding of Chrysalis by school,
instead of SGA, recommended
By; TOM 1)1 "LAN
The committee to study the
Chrysalis will recommend to
Madison College President
Ronald Carrier that the artliterary magazine be financed
under the budget of the School
of Arts and Sciences, with a
separate budget account
number.
In a report being sent to
Carrier, the committee
recommended that the
Chrysalis be published every
year and that financing come
from the college instead of
from the Student Government
Association
(SGA).
The SGA does not want
to fund next year's Chrysalis
until it has had a chance to get
some feedback on this year's
publication, according to
Chrysalis managing editor
Gordon
Gray.
The arrangement of obtaining funds from the college
"would be akin to the financing of the James Madison
Journal, the Fine Arts
Festival and the Visiting
Scholars program," according to the proposal.
Dr. John Sweigart, dean of

the School of Arts and
Sciences, reportedly had
already submitted the budget
request for his school.
The people at the budget
hearings "talked about the
Chrysalis, but made no official designation" of funds to
the magazine, said committee
chairman Dr. Martha
Caldwell.
Since the budget has not yet
been
approved, Caldwell
believes the Chrysalis may
still be able to be financed
under the School of Arts and

Sciences. The Chrysalis is
requesting $4,900 for next
year's publica tion .
The committee is also
recommending the adoption of
a proposed Chrysalis constitution that calls for a single
adviser instead of the two
advisers that the Chrysalis
now has. The adviser would
be chosen by the Chrysalis
staff "in consultation with the
Dean of Arts and Sciences."
A major problem facing the
(Continued on Page 24)
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Judicial Council to hear
appeal in cheating case
By DWAYNE YANCEY
An appeal in the case of a
Madison College student
convicted of cheating and
placed
on
permanent
probation has been set for
Tuesday, according to the
professor who requested the
appeal.
The professor. Dr. John

SCHEV: How its actions
affect Madison College
By SHARON BRILL
The State Council of Higher Education for Virginia's (SCHEV)
recent rejection of Madison College's proposed nursing program
is one example of SCHEV's influence on Madison's future.
SCHEV is a coordinating body of all state institutions in
Virginia. The council has various duties, including recommending which of the state institution's proposed building
projects funded by capital outlay are the most necessary.
SCHEV makes priority lists for these projects and has placed
Madison's proposed school of education building third on the
priority list, according to William Jackameit, director of institutional research at Madison.
SCHEV has many other duties, defined in the state code.
Each state institution must submit for SCHEV's approval
(Continued on Page 25 >

Sander, has argued that the
student. Kelly Latham, should
have been convicted of
premeditated cheating and
suspended from school.
Latham was placed on
probation by the Honor
Council March 21 after he
admitted copying an answer,
during an exam, from an old
copy of the test which he had
with him in the classroom.
The case has been appealed
to the College Judicial Council
by San der, in whose class the
offense occured.
The
Madison
College
handbook, states that any
party "including the College,
significantly affected or injured by the decision "may
request an appeal.
John Lounsbury, who acted
as Latham's defense during
the Honor Council hearing,
said that he has checked with
the American Civil Liberties
Union and the faculty
appeal
of theLathamv--^1-* igpciot
constitute double jeopardy.
Judicial proceedings at
Madison College are viewed
(Continued on Page
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Eliminating secrecy
key to honor success
Basic to the function of a college honor system is the need to
preserve- the integrity and proper operation of the educational
process that it represents.
After examining the system now in operation at Madison, it is
evident that the preservation of integrity often takes a back seat
to other interests.
,
...
The impact of the Kelly Latham case, in the long run, will not
be upon one individual, but upon the entire honor system and the
college itself.
...
For too long, weaknesses within the Madison honor system
have gone undiscovered, or more accurately, unreported. The
honor system has been conducted with secrecy obscured from
public view and unaccountable; and consequently it has lost the
power and respect that it must command to be effective.
That secrecy must no longer continue
Amid criticism and accusations regarding the Latham case,
key issues are being ignored. But rumors must first be dispelled,
and then the real issues raised
The Honor Code defined in the Madison handbook is confusing
regarding the proper adjudication of cases. Indeed, the crossindexing of the current handbook, under honor council
procedures, refers the reader to a fire-extinguishers provision,
hardly applicable.
But the rights of Latham were clearly not violated. Latham
was tried andconvicted in a closed hearing, fulfilling the mandate
of the honor code handbook.
But another provision is being touted as a justification for
prolonged secrecy, and that is Section 14 which provides that "no
interference with the judicial process" will be allowed.
It is a catchall phrase, an ambiguous phrase with no referent to
give it meaning. It is currently being used to justify silence and
the harassment of honor council members who respond to their
constituents; and it is being misused.
We find that such secrecy is never required within the confines
of the honor code of the Virginia Feedom of Information Act.
In fact, consistently throughout the honor code. Honor Council
officials are charged with the responsibility of communicating
actions of the council to students and insuring that all matters of
the honor council are made know.
In at least five provisions, the honor code makes clear the
intent, of providing the most thorough information possible to the
public.
This duty to communicate was denied in the past, and the
apparent ineffectiveness of the honor council to thwart cheating is
perhaps a testimony to the short-sightedness of those who would
say "no comment''' and thus abrogate the people's right to know.
The Latham case had to be published to bring to the fore issues
otherwise hidden. Latham's name had to be used in order that
suspicion not be cast on other recipients of athletic scholarships,
as the thrust of the charges referred to a member of that select
group.
The charges that preferential treatment was given to a
student are important, for if true, they suggest a fatal fault of the
system. They should be investigated.
But regardless, airing of this case demonstrated inadequacies
of the system begging to be treated.
First, the definition of "premeditated" cheating must now be
seriously questioned, particularly with mandatory suspension
taking effect in the fall. Latham admittedly brought a copy of
the test into the classroom and he admittedly cheated by copying
from that test.
Maybe that is not premeditated cheating. Maybe the Honor
Code had better specify what is.
Second, the case reveals a lack of procedural safeguards in
terms of admissable arguments and testimony. Defense advocate John Lounsbury's repeated arguments about the
possibility of Latham losing his "athletic scholarship" should
have never been allowed. That argument was clearly irrelevant
to the issue of premeditated cheating. Though most participants
state that the argument had no bearing on the case, its admission
may have jeopardized proper judgment of the issues.
Third, the case reveals a lack of conviction by certain college
officials of fully enforcing the honor system. Dean Ehlers'
statements, for example, that Latham, despite his cheating
conviction would continue to receive a scholarship not only undermines the honor system, but eats away the ostensible
justification for those scholarhsips, the promotion of the "studentathlete."
Last, and most important, the case reveals a condescending
attitude on the part of certain college officials more interested in
protecting the rights of convicted violators than promoting honor
at
Madison.
What is pec .liar :bout the secrecy which shrouds the honor
council isihat it serves no purpose other than possibly obscuring
inadequacies of the honor council and its participants.
Clearly, any student who knowingly violates the honor code of
this college, theoretically the foundation of an academic institution .should not be protected from discovery by his peers.
Such an action violates every precept that has evolved in English
common law.
The Freedom of Information Aci mandates that no action
affecting the public can be taken in secret. Even allowing that the
honor system falls under one of the specific exclusions, the act
mandates that the proceedings and decisions be reported out
immediately after such a meeting.
For too long Madison's honor system has operated in the dark.
Meetings have been scheduled in secret; decisions have been
made in secret, and actions have been taken in secret.
If Madison is to have an effective honor system, these walls
must be brought down No council can serve the public interest
except one that
is accountable to
the public

SXSSKCT
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'Film problem is auditorium'
By MARK MILLER
There will be a new
Madison College movie
theater some day, but that day
will come one-and-a-half to
two years from now at the
earliest.
Until then we will have to
make do with what we haveWilson auditorium-and a lot
of people are dissatisfied with
it.
Nobody wants to spend $.75
on a movie only to get a
muffled sound track, a
sometimes blurred picture

semester, the sound problem
is far from solved.
Since 1972, most movies in
Wilson have been shown in
16mm because it is cheaper to
rent, easier to ship, easier for
the projectionist to run and in
better shape.
Why then do such films
consistently fail us?
For OIK' thing, the image of
a 16mm print is not as sharply
defined as the image of a
35mm or any other larger film
stock. (The smaller the print,
the blurrier the image.) For

'Wilson was not intended
for movie showings'
and a few breaks in the film
here and there.
But the
problems that have built up at
Wilson over the years are
certainly not accountable to
one individual or thing and
cannot be dismissed with a
mere wave of the hand.
Wilson was not intended for
movie showings when it was
built in 1930; it was intended
for plays. This is something
most people already know.
What people do not know is
the accoustical differences
between a theater and cinema
auditorium. For a live performance, an actor's voice
should reverberate off the
walls and ceiling, so hard
surfaces on the walls and
ceiling are desirable. With
film it is a different matter
altogether; the only reverberation needed is on the
sound track of the film, so the
sound should be absorbed.
Thus the ideal auditorium
for movies is one with perforations in the walls and
ceiling, and Wilson does not
have the perforations.
The sound of films in
Wilson will never be perfect,
although repairs still nave to
be made to maintain some
quality. For instance, last
summer the purchasing office
bought a preamplifier and a
300 watt amplifier for repairs
on a 35mm projector in
Wtfson. The sound on 35mm
movies may have been improved, but since 35mm
movies are shown only about
three or four times a

the same reason the sound is
not as good; the sound track is
on the film and while it may be
audible, it is muffled compared to the 35mm sound
brack.
Another problem is that
recently one of the douser
solenoids of a 16mm projector
burned out and the projectionist has not been able to
thread that projector without
burning the film.
A solenoid is not partiulcarly expensive but is a
hard thing to obtain, according to Mike Shoemaker,
the audio-visual technician
who has been handling repairs
of the 16mm projectors lately.

Until he can acquire and install a solenoid, most of the
movies at Madison may be
shown with either two breaks
in the showing or sloppy
changeovers and there is not
much that can be done about
it.
As for the 35mm
projectors, they have been at
Madison since 1946, but there
is nothing wrong with them
that some maintenance would
not help. They are used to
show the cinemascope (widescreen) movies since the 16s
do not have an operable
cinemascope lens.
The
Campus Program Board
(CPB) generally likes to get
cinemascope movies in 16mm,
if they can get a print that has
been reduced to the normal
ratio. When they cannot, they
get a 35mm print.
It is no secret that these 35s
are in bad shape. They come
from drive-ins and second-run
movie houses with a lot of bad
splices and torn sprocket
holes, so the chances of them
running without a break are
only fair.
What can the projectionist
do about this? He could inspect the film before the show,
a process that can take
anywhere from 20 minutes to
an hour, depending on the
length and condition of the
film. He could also check the
(Continued on Page 2 4)
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'Article violated rights'
To the Editor:
I um writing this letter in
regard to the article on the
Honor Council which appeared in Tuesday's issue of
"The Breeze"
The article was in violation
of Mr Latham's rights. It is
stated in the Madison College
Handbook. Article VII. Section 6. that "All Honor Council
hearings are considered
closed hearings and. as such,
only the accused student, his
adviser, the Honor Council
coordinator or his designee,
and all significant witnesses
shall be admitted to the
hearing room."
The hearings are closed so
that the people familiar with
the case are only people that
are involved in the matter. An
Honor Council violation is a
private matter between the
school and that person. By
printing his name in the school
newspaper the hearing is
made public. When this occurs
a direct violation of his rights
has taken place.
In the past "The Breeze"
has written about Honor
Council cases, and the
students' names were never
made public.
Why was this practice
abandoned in the article by

Mr Yancey? When he interviewed me. I told him not to
print the student's name
because it was a closed
matter, and he stated that he
understood Yet, he printed it
anyway.
In my opinion, it is the job
of the editor to check into any
possible repercussions that
could be caused by changing
the policy of his newspaper.
The Honor Council at
Madison, like any other Honor
Council, is not perfect. This is
the reason why the option, by
the professor, for an appeal is
available. But when a person
that has nothing to do with the
Honor Council violates
another student's rights,
justice will never be served.
Stephen J. Driebe
Honor Council Coordinator
Editor's Note: Keeping secret
the name of a convicted
violator of the Honor Code is
an Honor Council policy, not a
Breeze policy. Withholding
the name
would cast
sus'picion on a number of
persons, and The Breeze will
publish names of convicted
violators when obtainable.
Further. Mr. Driebe was not a
principal source for the story,
or for the name of the offender.

Ehlers' statement 'sad9
To the Editor:
Dean Ehlers statement
"Once we make a commitment to a young man we
have an obligation to see that
he graduates. We're not too
happy of course, when
something like this happens,
but we're not going to abandon him." is a rather sad
commentary on our Honor
Code.
The very fact that a faculty
member feels that rescinding
the scholarship of an individual who has been convicted of cheating is "aban-

donment" says little for the
morals of such a prestigious
faculty member.
Little can be done to improve a fast failing honor
system when those with the
most influence at this
educational
institution
proliferate such action.
Yes, I'm angry that Kelly
Latham received only permanent probation, but I'm
even angrier that he should
continue to be subsidized with
funding he has proved himself
unworthy of.
Anne Stiles

Coach 'pro.ud of students9
To the Editor:
March 31 - April 2 Madison
College was privileged to host
the N.I.W.F.A. National
Fencing Tournament in
Godwin Hall Thirty of the
most outstanding teams in the
nation participated in the
three-day
event
which
required an unusual amount
of "behind the scene" manpower.
Approximately 350
Madison students volunteered
.their time and energy to assist
with
scoring.
timing,
preparing the gymnasium and
numerous odd jobs during the
event.
As tournament

director, I could not have been
more proud of working with a
group of people as I was of
these Madison students.
In times of student apathy
on many of our college
campuses, the coaches and
officials visiting Madison
expressed amazement at the
amount of student support and
loyalty on our campus.
I think that our student
body should be proud of its
members who represented
them so well, and I wish to
express my personal thanks
for their assistance.
Jean Dalton
fencing coach

Readersjorum ]
'Appeal of sentence unfair'
To the Editor.
We are writing in response
to an article published in "The
Breeze" on April 5. 1977
regarding a sentence given to
a student accused of cheating.
The student in question
pleaded guilty to cheating and
received a sentence of permanent probation The vote
was 4 to 2. much to the dislike
of Honor Council President
and Vice-President, Bob
Snyder and Mark Ritter, who
voted to have the student
suspended.
The defendant, Kelley
Latham, was tried, convicted
and sentenced by his fellow
students in a trial that was
fairly and
legitimately
conducted
Since that time, the student
has apparently been notified
that he is to stand trial on
appeal for the same charge on
which he has already been
convicted, for the purpose of
trying to increase the sentence to include a suspension.
The crux of the problem in
this case is not the trial itself,
but the fact that the Honor
Council president and the
geology department are not
satisfied with the sentence.
It does not seem logical or
fair that the president, who
has already had his say and
vote in the trial, should be able
to bring Latham back to trial
on the same charge after
publicly expressing his views
on the case. Snyder goes on to
say that he believes Latham
received preferential treatment because he was a
basketball player and that it
was obvious that he was guilty
of premeditated cheating.
However, in this opinion
Snyder was clearly in the
minority on the decision in the
case. Cathy Berkebile, Steven
Hughes, Gladys Laforge and
Kenneth White were all
quoted as saying that the
scholarship was irrelevant
and had nothing to do with
their
decision.
The prosecutor in the case
also stated that he did not
believe that the athletic
scholarship played any part in
the
council's
decision.
The other charge that
Snyder made wasthatthey had
substantial physical evidence
of premeditated cheating.
Here again. Synder is clearly
in the minority because the
other Honor Council members
state that "it was never
proven to them that the
student brought the old test to

Election support urged for Butler
To the Editor:
I had initially decided not to
publicly endorse particular
candidates for
student
([overnment office this year
or various personal reasons.
When asked, I will offer
anyone my opinions.
However, one strong exception has emerged, and he
is in the race for SGA second
vice president. I am giving my
rblic support for that position
Steven "Big Steve" Butler,
the current senator of Ashby
Hall.
I intend to vote for Butler
for second vice president. And

I am asking my tellow
students to vote for him also,
because my experience as
SGA president along with my
first hand knowledge of
Steve's
persuasive
capabilities and his experience in SGA both lead me
to the firm conclusion that he
is the best man for the job.
As Chairman of the Student
Services Committee this year,
Butler carried the bulk of that
committee's investigative
work and forcefullness on his
own shoulders. Without
exaggeration, Butler was the
SGA Student Services Com-

mittee, and his performance
as an SGA senator and
committee chairman have
been
excellent.
There is no doubt in my
mind that Steve will continue
the very impressive record of
service he has accumulated
this year if he is elected next
year's SGA second vice
president. I hope that each
student will study thoroughly
the claims and qualifications
of all the candidates, and I
also hope that you will vote for
Steve Butler on Tuesday,
April
12.
Michael Anestos

class with the intent to cheat
and thus, they could not find
him guilty of premeditated
cheating."
Snyder went on to say he
was looking to see whether the
student did or did not cheat,
and was discouraged to see
the council "looking into too
many other things and bending over backwards to find'
out why the person cheated"
when in fact, they were simply
looking for the truth.
In any case, a person
should be presumed innocent
until proven guilty, and in this
case the person was found
guilty but not to the extent and
the approval of the President
of the Honor Council.
However,
the Honor
Council, if it is to remain a fair
and impartial jury, should not
be dictated by the whims of
the
president.
Also, the idea of double
jeopardy and trying a person
for the same crime twice,
after publicly exposing the
case and attempting to
prejudicially persuade the
college and administration, is
an example of gross injustice.
Effective Sept 1, the Honor
Council Advisory Board has
adopted regulations which
will require that a student
found
guilty
of

premeditated cheating be
suspended for at least one
semester. We would suggest
that an organized, detailed list
of offenses which would be
classified as premeditated be
drafted so as to eliminate
inconsistencies.
However, if the discretion
of the sentencing is left to the
Honor Council, then it seems
totally unfair that the sentencing can be further appealed simply because the
president would like to see the
person
hanged.
However, this case does not
involve future policy so much
as it does past events. It
seems all too clear that Bob
Snyder would like to make
an example of this case and a
scapegoat of Kelley Latham
simply for the purpose of
expressing the way that he
would like to see things run.
Jack
I) r u m h e.l I e r
Rick
Burkhart
60 other persons signed this
letter.
Editor's Note: It was not the
Honor Council members, but
members of the geology
department that have appealed the sentence.
For
more information, see story ,
page
one.

• Counseling column

Dealing with depression
Q. I feel depressed
sometimes. Why does this
happen?
A. It's important to realize
that feeling down or depressed
is something that happens to
most people at some tune, and
that there are constructive
things you can do to deal with
the (eeling Most people feel
depressed after some kind of
event to which they've had an
emotional reaction. The
reaction manifests itself as a
feeling. Frequently, rather
than
experiencing
or
acknowledging the feeling, it
gets pushed away or
depressed. The results include
physical reactions like loss of
appetite, lack of energy,
disturbed sleep patterns and a
kind of dull
emotional
feeling.
Q. Is there anything I can
do to help myself overcome
depression?
A. Yes. There are many
things which will help you
better deal with depression.
As
mentioned
above,
depression usually involves
pushing away some feeling
and not acknowledging it.
In themselves, feelings are
neither good or bad; they just
are ■ Many of us have learned
that negative feelings are bad
and try not to acknowledge
them as part of ourselves.
It's often helpful to talk
with a counselor or another
helping person-clergyman,
RA, doctor-to get in touch
with, or to become aware of
those feelings. A counselor
can help you to sort out some
of the events and feelings and
also help to figure out ways to
function more effectively.
Q. I'm not sure I com-

pletely understand that. Can
you give me an example?
A. Suppose you've worked
really hard on a project for a
club to which you belong.
You've put in a lot of time
making
arrangements.
contacting people or doing
publicity.
When the project is over,
another member criticizes
your work. You've learned
that you shouldn't be angry at
people so rather than saying
anything, you just smile and
say "OK." Later you're
feeling depressed.
Chances are that you've not
expressed your feeling of
anger, pushing it away instead. This is a simple way of.
looking at it, but it would be
helpful to be aware of the
feeling of anger, and realize
that it's normal to be angry.
When you have been able to
acknowledge your feeling, it's
often helpful to find a constructive way to express it.
This process is different for
various people and can involve activities like writing,
talking, running, dancing or
crying.
Q. Is there anything else I
can
do?
A.
When
you're
depressed,you'll often find
yourself getting away from
your usual routines-eating,
sleeping and studying. It's
helpful to set up a schedule
and try to stick to it. Make
sure you get enough sleep, but
don't sleep more than usual.
Be sure to eat K&—-2-'*
Maintain your contacts with
friends. Even if it's difficult,
try to keep as much as
possibTe "To your regular

routine.
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SGA elections: 1st and 2nd vice president
L-l„i Vice
III.. president
nracMul
First
Two candidates: Tom Floyd
and Kevin Rack

Tom Floyd
Tom Floyd is the current
senator from Ikenberry Hall
and SGA chairman of the food
services advisory committee,
as well as treasurer of the
Booster's Club for next year.
Floyd would like to see the
SGA expand, not necessarily
in numbers, he said, but in
increasing student awareness,
and coordinating the work of
the hall councils, the SGA, and
the commuter students.

r

LOYD
One way to get students
involved would be to form a
state student lobby, which
could be spearheaded by the
Young Democrats, Young
Republicans, and Young
Americans for Freedom, he
said.
Floyd would also like to.
raffle off a semester's tuition
as a SGA fund raising project.

*

Book

Kevin Rack
Kevin Rack, a sophomore,
is a transfer student from
Pennsylvania
State
University.
Although he has not been a
member of the SGA at
Madison, he was a senator at
Penn State, and has participated in SGA this
semester, serving as chairman of the SGA faculty course
evaluation committee.
"I have gone to enough
senate meetings to know that
it (the SGA) hasn't worked
this year," he said.
As part of his platform,
Rack supports setting up oreregistration, and also honor
code revisions such as
mandatory teacher attendance during tests and
stricter enforcement of honor
code policies.
He also proposes an InterUniversity
Communication
System (IUCS), which would
employ a SCATS line system
between the major univer-

Fair

Bestsellers including:
All The
*fc

President's Men

Slapstick

Steve Butler

Floyd believes the major
responsibility of the first vice
president is to coordinate the
senate, Inter-Hall Council and
the commuter students
committee.

w
^

second
vice
president
Three candidates: Steve
Butler. Doug Wessen, and
Steve
M a nderf ield

He would like to increase
school spirit, which he considers to be the Booster's
Club, and get more SGA and
athletic department support
of the club.

Breeze Treasure Hunt

f

■■*

and increase the quality of the
academic climate at Madison.

Sleeping Murder

The Right and the Power

KEVIN RACK
sities in the state so that
student governments may
keep in touch with each other
and assist each other on
similar issues
Rack would like to provide
more leadership in the senate,
and get more student input
into the SGA.

Louden(Continued from Page 1)
the senate and all three
candidates support. Under
such a plan, students would be
able to pay their tuition in
installments rather than in
one lump sum.
Also on his platform is a
pian for implementing a oreregistration system at
Madison, in which students
would register for one
semester at the end of the
proceeding one. All three
candidates support this also.
Also on Lou den's platform
is front-end budgeting, which
is still in an "experimental
state," and will not go into
complete effect until after it is
determined
how
the
organizations work and
execute their programs.
Louden would also like to
see rotating, at large student
seats on the major SGA
committees, such as student
services and curriculum instruction.
When the SGA is working
on a project which affects
certain student groups, a
representative of these groups

Treasure hunt
Clue Five

Includes :

1

Spanky'i DaOcatMMn
Maria't Hairstyllng

Tha Mow
V

Glaaanar Jawaian

Sarvica Stafionara
Th«

J»W«I

Bex

Blua Mountain Racon
vallay Sports
RoMi Thaatrat
Gataoo
Whilom Mutk
Galarla

Nayl

NBVM

of Fashion

Tha Baauty Palaca
Dlu* Ridga Tlrt Co

OavM B. Gartiar Jawatan

i

Gltchaii'i Camara Snap
Book Pair (no coupon nacasaary)
►«.*

$7.99

BONANZA
FREE BEVERAGES
- WITHCC'^SGE ID f

4:00 - 9:00 pm

senator, is chairman of thp
SGA buildings and grounds
committee, a member of the
commuter concerns com(Continued on Page 16)

organization-oriented issue of
The Breeze sent to incoming
freshmen and transfers.
Louden also wants to "pick;
up on some of the ideas which
the SGA left behind this
year," and work for such
issues as banning tests in the
week before exams, and
liberalization of the general
studies program.

(Continued from Page 1)
a computer capable of handling pre-registra tion, he said,
which was the main hold-up in
developing the system before.
Also under his platform,
DeWitt would like to develop a
deferred payment plan in
which students could break up
their tuition payment into two
or three payments rather than
paying in "one lump sum" at
the beginning of the semester.
Other issues which DeWitt
would like to look into, and
which he believes students are
interested in, are the honor
code, faculty advising, and
increasing awareness o

flowed Potato,
Bread, & Salad

Monday Night

Doug
Wessen
Doug Wessen, an off campus

DeWitt

COUNTRY FRIED STEAK
— ALL YOU CAN EAT —

Euclid rode a narrow plane.
Socrates' friends walked
in a culinary circle.
But the key is not
as academically level-headed.
It's on an incline,
though it has adapted.

.

may serve on the committee
while it works on the protect
affecting them, and then drop
out after the committee
returns to its normal business.
Such a committee would
add student input to the
senate, and help generate
ideas.
Also in Louden's platform
is the publication of an

Don't Get
Off By The Extra*!

The Breeze

Aea Elacfrk Co.

Steve Butler is chairman
of the SGA student services
committee, and chairman of a
subcommittee to investigate
the college alcohol policy. He
also served on a committee to
investigate faculty course
evaluations. He is a senator
from Ashby.
Butler would like to
liberalize the alcohol policy,
which he believes will be done
through compromises with the
administration.
A nearby facility for
student parties needs to be
found, he said, in addition to
those which the college
already has at its disposal,
because they are too far away.
He would like to set up one
or two weekends per semester

during which dormitories
could have parties in their
lounges.
Butler supports open
elections for the Campus
Program Board, which he
believes would increase
student input, and student
knowledge of the CPB.
Butler is in favor of
changing the parking system,
so that commuters would have
more choice in their lot
assignments.
He also supports preregistration, and would like to
continue the SGA booksale,
hopefully expanding and
improving
it.

activities which students can
take part in at Madison.
DeWitt would also like to
see a "more positive attitude
towards SGA." The president
of SGA should be a person who
is conscientious about what he
is doing and a leader, he said.
The SGA should not feel
superior to the student body,
he said, adding, just because a
student is a senator, that does
not make him anymore vital
to the community than the
average student.
DeWitt would like an atmosphere of cooperation
between the SGA and other
organizations on campus, and
does not believe that the SGA
should try to tell other
organizations how to operate.

White(Continued from Page l)
said, and give them help if
they ask for it
Because the soup and
sandwich line in the campus
center may be discontinued.
White would like for a 'ive-day
lunch plari for commuters to
be implemented, to insure
that commuters can get a
good lunch on campus.
Also as part of her platform, White advocates the
establishment of a deferred
tuition payment plan in which
students could pay their
tuition in installments.
White also supports the
implementation of a front-end
budgeting program, which she
calls "tightening the belt"
Such a program would
enable the organizations to be
more accountable, she said,
and student money would not
be wasted. Also, she said/
such a system would keep
SGA over-spending down.
Other plans which White
would like to see implemented
are improving the snack bar,
and increasing the facilities
for the larger departments on
'Tampus.

^
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SGA candidates find areas of agreement
Three for president favor deferred tuition payment, pre-registration
By
KENT
BOOTY
"Although their platforms
include proposals ranging
from
deferred
tuition
payments to a non-sectarian
chapel on campus, the three
candidates for Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
president found
several areas of agreement
Monday
night.
The candidates-SGA
Second Vice-President Mike
DeWitt, SGA Treasurer Mike
Louden, and SGA Senator
Lynn White-outlined their
platforms before a Black
Student Alliance meeting.
All three said they favor
deferred tuition payments.
The deferred payments,
which all agreed would ease
the financial burden on
students and families, would
be paid on installments
following an initial fee paid
during registration.
The candidates also all
agreed that Madison should
switch to a pre-registration
system in which students
register at the end of a
semester.
Because the
semester could then start on a
Monday, suggested White, the
two days now used for
registration could be reserved
for studying before final
exams.
Front-end budgeting, an
optional system whereby
organizations submit their
funding proposals for the next
year to the SGA in the spring
semester, is favored by
Louden
and
White.
DeWitt, who is in favor o/ it
for "certain groups on
campus," warned thai frontend budgeting is "not going to
solve that many problems."
According to Louden, the
SGA Finance Committee is
currently in a "transition
stage" in which front-end
budgeting is being experimented
with.
DeWitt and White indicated
they would like to see improvements in the Honor Code
system.
White, who said she wants
the "best honor code in the
country," suggested that the
Honor Council President or
another Council representative could acquaint freshmen with the Madison Honor
Code during registration.

Arts and crafts
fair to be held

-T-

The fourth annual Blue
Ridge Community College
Folk Art and Craft Festival is
scheduled for May 21' and 22.
The two-day festival will
host
area
craftsmen,
musicians
and
local
organizations interested in
exhibiting and demonstrating
hand-made crafts.
Among the attractions will
be
basket
weaving,
blacksmithing, homemade ice
cream, pottery, apple doll
making, soap making and
weaving.
More than 80
craftsmen participated in last
year's festival.
Area musicians will participate in jam sessions of
bluegrass and folk music, and
a square dance exhibition is
planned.
The free festival will be
open from noon to 6 p.m. each
day. Craftsmen interested in
participating should contact
Sharon Horn at Blue Ridge
Community College. Deadline
for applications is April 22.

More cooperation between
the SGA and the various
campus organizations is
needed, White and DeWitt
said. White urged an "opendoor policy" at the SGA. while
DeWitt said an improved
"working atmosphere" and
•"more cooperation and
openness"
are
vital
DeWitt and White both
urged more classroom space
and better facilities at
Madison.
The music department, for
example, has 450 students but

its classroom space is
inadequate. White said.
Saying that future plans "do
us no good." she said she
wants "action now" and listed
the use of recreation rooms in
downhill dorms as a
possibility
_
According to DeWitt.
Madison
should
"deemphasize numbers" and
"stress the quality of its
student life" instead. "This
college can only deteriorate if
the present conditions continue."he said

One ol Louden's proposals
is the construction of a nonsectarian chapel on campus.
The chapel.
which
he
suggested could be tunded
through donations made
during registration and-or
lund-raising projects by
campus religious groups,
would enable students to
"worship their own God in a
quiet, secluded place."
White's proposals include a
five-day commuter lunch
program (a "traveling deli"
and continuing the soup and

sandwich line are two
possibilities, she said); a
uniform absentee policy for
all team members, including
athletic and debate teams;
and the inprovement of the
snack bar. One of her ideas is
putting a "portable dance
floor" in the snack bar.
DeWitt would like to see the
SGA help with student advising. One possibility he
mentioned is to have faculty
members take "refresher
courses" dealing with advising.

An office is only as
effective and efficient
as it's secretary...

WRITE-IN
Susan Joiner
i

»

for
SGA Secretary
on April 12th, and let her:
-Complete the Executive Council as aunit
-Work efficiently and responsibly to keep
the Executive Council working efficiently
and smoothly
-Work efficiently to keep the Senate
accurately

informed

A vote
for SUSAN JOINER is a vote for responsibility!
paid iidvertisement
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Special Olympics:

9

'Everyone wins
"Everyone's a winner" is
the slogan of the Area Four
Special Olympics, held on the
Astroturf on April 3.
The "Olympics,'* a special
track and field program for
the mentally handicapped,
involved seven regional
schools with children aged
five to 19.
Coaches, nicknamed
"huggers," led their Olympians through events including standing broad-jump,
softball throw, and dashes of
50, 220 and 440 yards.
The coaches included many
Madison College student
volunteers who had been
working with their Olympians
since Feb. 1 as part of the

"Train-a-Champ" program.
The program, designed by
Madison student Karen
Thomsen
and
Madison
graduate Joe Johnson, was
designed
to
give
individualized athletic training
to each of the Olympic participants.
The approximately 50
participants at the' area
Olympics had already won at
the local level.
The day included an
opening ceremony, with one of
the local olympians lighting a
special Olympic torch, and the
awarding of ribbons and
recognition to all the participating athletes.

Photos by Wayne Partlow
and Patsy Johns

i
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Campus comments

JT

By TERESA BRUMBACK
Do you think the bookstore
adequately meets student
needs? Why or why not? Do
you have any suggestions for
improvement?

David Perrow. (freshman)
"I think the prices are a
little high. I wish I could have
gotten more used books than
what I got. I liked the prepackaged books deal."

Chuck Marks, (sophomore)
"I hardly ever go there
except for textbooks.
The
books could be cheaper."

David Mills, (junior)
"No: I think it's overpriced. They should buy at a
bigger bulk rate and keep the
prices down for students. It
would be nice if their selection
of educational material was
wider. Their record collection
is not adequate. It needs to be
tailored to the varying needs
and likes of students at
Madison, although at times
their jazz selection has been
good."

KATHY HUGHES
Kathy Hughes, (junior)
"I suppose it upsets me
when they run out of books.
But that probably has to do
with registration. They don't
know how many students will
buy certain books. They don't
make great deals, but they're
not a rip-off either. I'd like to
see something other than
textbooks."
Andy Hampton, (junior)
"I think it's a good
bookstore. They run out of
books, but I don't think it's
their fault."

Becky Miller, (freshman)
"I think the prices are too
high on cosmetics. You can
get them for less at other
places."
Sarah Taylor, (junior)
"I think that the stuff is
what people need but the
prices on everyday needs are
too high. I've got a car, so I
can go somewhere else. The
people that don't have cars
suffer."
Chap Slye, (junior)
"I think it meets needs.
From my experience the
buying of books at the
beginning of the year is a
hassle because of the lines."

Doug Wessen. (junior)
"I think they carry a wjde
variety of things. Maybe they
could sell the textbooks at cost
rather than making a profit.
They should make their profit
on sweatshirts and stuff."
Debbie Tedder, (senior)
"I think they should have
more in the line of recreation
items, more convenience
items-cigarettes, and lower
prices.
Some
school
bookstores have carry-out
beer."
DAVID PERROW
Joe I.auni. (freshman)
"I think so; I think they
should expand on T-shirts that
aren't
geared
around
Madison, and sports equipment.
They're pretty
adequate on books but the
usea books are way overpriced."

Art Moyes, (sophomore)
"It meets them, but it
should have lower prices. If I
have another alternative, like
buying used books from
someone else, I'll try that."
■| Ll.l.M.f.l.l.TTn

Ann Schmidt, (junior)
"I think it's especially bad
at registration time. I don't
know what they could do to
stay open longer. I mainly use
it for textbooks."
Gary Helfenberger, (junior)
"I think it meets basic
needs in that it's convenient
for classroom supply type
stuff. As far as extra items,
such as their record collection, it's lacking in its variety
of selection.
They've got
enough rock music.
They
need to branch out into
classical and jazz music. If
they had a selection that
would appeal to more people
they could sell more records."
Diane Jeffrey, (freshman)
"Everything's a little
expensive. But with such a
small college they can't afford
to supply everything we
need."

JOE LAUNI

Chuck Mann, (junior)
"The prices are too high;
it's an example of regional
monopoly. They should be
able to get lower prices. At KMart you can get lower prices
but it's not worth the time or
money to get there. A lot of
students don't have cars. It's
an example of a capitalistic
state school exploiting the
students."

ALICE ERB
Alice Erb. (junior)
"I think basically it does.
Maybe it would help if there
were more checkers."
Jeff Plogger, (senior)
"I disagree with the idea
that when you return a book
you need a slip. I returned a
book, lost my drop slip, then
found it. I didn't have the
sales slip so I couldn't return
the book. It cost me eight
bucks and the book hadn't
been used at all."
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news briefs

Lechner, man of many trades
An

campuses
Bureaucracy abounds
<CPS)-A worker at Carroll College in Wisconsin
recently sent the Chronicle of Higher Education the
following memo her office received from the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). It speaks
for
K
itself:
"In an effort to involve more of the membership in
the committee structure of the College Sports Information Directors of America, the Future of COSIDA
Committee has initiated a Committee on Committees
subcommittee."

'Scent of challenging trails9
(CPS)-"The study of odors is a wide-open field "
according to Dr. James Morrison, an Australian
chemist who recently visited the University of Utah
We have established no definite way to determine
whether a certain substance will have an odor. I firmlv
believe there is a Nobel Prize awaiting someone in this
Held, he said.
During his studies, Morrison has picked up the scent
of some challenging scientific trails that students
might explore.
For instance, he found that anywhere from 50 to 100
substances give honey its characteristic fragrance
Illnesses, he said, generate distinctive smells and he
.investigating "using this information as a diagnostic

'effort to keep in touch with the average citizen'

By ROGER WELLS AND
DWAYNE YANCEY
A coal miner, crab boat
helper, radio disc jockey,
nightshift policeman,
fireman, apple picker, and
politician visited Madison
College Monday in the person
of Delegate Ira Lechner (DArlington).
Lechner, a candidate for
the Democratic nomination
for lieutenant governor in the
June 14 primary, has worked
in different jobs throughout
the campaign in an effort to
keep in touch with average
citizens.
A gold pin in the shape of a
pair of shoes adorned
Lechner's lapel as a symbol
of his recent 300 mile walk
across the state to dramatize
a bill he introduced for
"tougher crime laws."
Despite drenching rain, 30
persons were at a reception
for Lechner hosted by the
Young Democrats. He later
spoke at a public forum
sponsored by the Young
Democrats and The Breeze.
The forum was originally
scheduled to be a debater
between I^rhnw nnH hie K-»

opponents for the Democratic
nomination, Chuck Robb of
McLean
and
Richmond
Delegate Richard "Major"
Reynolds.
Reynolds,
however, would not participate and Robb cancelled
after having suggested the
time for the debate.
At Lechner's request, two
chairs were reserved for his
opponents.
"I'd like to call on those two
empty chairs to debate the
issues," he sa id. Lechner sa id
he would publicly ask for an
explanation if future debates
were cancelled.
"One of the things I'm
concerned about is that we're
not concerned about the
issues, Lechner said. "Instead it's who spends the most
on slick advertisements, who
has ancestors who have done
something for the state, who
can trace his genealogy the
longest."
Lechner's comments were
aimed at his two opponents.
Robb is the son-in-law of the
late
President
Lyndon
Johnson and traces his lineage
to Thomas i.<»wis a Vireinian

who served in the Continental
Congress.
Reynold's family controls a
tobaccco and aluminum
empire and was the brother of
the late lieutenant governor,
J Sergeant Reynolds
Decrying "mass ancestor
worship," Lechner said that
meaningful campaigns would
exist only if the press "forces
the candidates to debate."
Two issues Lechner addressed in his prepared
statement were the tax
burdens placed on farmers
and state conservation.
Lechner expressed concern
about the decline of the
family farmer and his
ultimate extinction, being
replaced by the massive
agri-business."
Land is taxed at the
"highest and best use," he
said, and consequently, "the
family farmer's heirs either
have to sell the farm or
mortgage the farm to pay the
taxes."
Farm land near a city
would be taxed as a potential
shopping center rather than
as a farm, he observed,
rrnntlmitd on Page 10)

Thes*— u, cold steel on the battle field portrayed
in so many tales of battle may really sit in the nasal
passages as well.as in the minds of the warriors
Morrison said that by studying the metal with mass
spectrometry. he has found that cold steel does have a
distinctive
odor.
Animals, he reported, have a more highly developed
sense
of
smell
than
humaW
A male moth can smell a female moth five miles
downwind."
the
professor
observed
b'vHt^ hea.rd the "f^1** 'm<>ney smells?" he
asked It does. Let me tell you. a $20 bill smells much
nicer than a $10 bill."

{Long reading period 'valuable9
(I.P.)- Although a number of colleges give lip service
to the concept of a reading period, allowing perhaps
two days hiatus between classes and examinations,
Princeton University is one of the relatively few which
have maintained a period of a week or longer.
The practice is based on a firm conviction of the
value of this longer respite.
"It is a period designed to give students a chance to
reflect a bit on the courses they have been taking,"
said Assistant Dean of the College Paolo M.Cucchi, "to
catch up on any reading they may not have been able to
do, finish, papers they may not quite have completed,
and. of course, to prepare for the examinations."
In these days of intense academic pressure,
students find this time not merely helpful, but
necessary. Many courses, especially in the arts and
social sciences, have weekly reading assignments
averaging from 200-400 pages, and some have special
reading designated for reading period.

Cadavers on shortage list6
!

<CPS)~The high cost of bodies is upsetting Montana
school officials.
"It's extremely hard to get cadavers now," said
Marshall Cook, special assistant to the Montana
Commissioner of Higher Education. "At one time, you
could claim unclaimed bodies at prisons or mental
institutions."
One school hurt by the sellers' market is Montana
Tech. which is laying out $3,300 for a human cadaver.
Packed in a glass-topped, lead-lined tank, it will be put
on
display.
The body "is one of those pickled jobs in a case,"
said Richard Burt. Montana Tech business manager.
However, Burt continues, the $3,300 price tag may in
fact be a steal, because the storage tank is designed to
keej>„"the thingfrom drying out and enables it to be
displayed fora long time.
Montana State University, meanwhile, is rummaging in the bargain basement for its cadavers. It
obtaias them through the Willed Body Program and
pays only for transportation and embalming.
According to Marshall Cook, about 200 Montanans
have pledged to donate their bodies to the Willed Body
Program after they have vacated them.
^AWJAfrirti'H tilt U YAJU^.U, C* . - . V. fc«.» , «!.«.V.». |

SUPPOSE THEY GAVE A DEBATE and
nobody came...Ira Lechner. candidate for

lieutenant governor speaks to a Madison
audience April 14. PW. by . «•* i.***—

Dorm room sign-up scheduled

Students living on campus
next year will pick their
rooms on April 12 and 13
during sign-up for residence
halls.
All students who paid the
$100 room deposit by April 1
are guaranteed a room for
next year, according to
Linwood Rose, assistant
director of housing.
Rooms are alloted on a
priority basis, with top
priority going to students who
want to remain in their same
rooms. People moving to
another room in the same iu...
have second priority
Students being displaced
from their rooms-such as
residents of Logan and G if ford
halls, which will house
members of the opposite sex
next year-have third priority.
Students
j
V. moving
i--- .o into
—. — a
- new
^•^^e;)w^'»«no^
Students who decide not to

live m college housing next
semester will be given back
their deposit up until May 1.
"The sign-up procedure
helps us have as much time as
we can afford to make our
plans for the coming year,"
Rose said. Fifty-seven per
cent of the total student body
lives on campus, he said.
Housing
for
Madison
boarders consists of 4,411
spaces which are filled beyond
capacity by tripling students
three to a room and by
housing students at Howard
^^hnson's motel. During an
academic year. Rose said,
between 150-175 spaces will
become empty, but because of
overcapacity the dorms
remain full, as students are
moved out of tripled rooms.
The rate of returning
boarders was 71 per cent last
year.
]<~<*i, Rose
nuacadiu,
said, and
uriu the
UMJ figure
IlCUTe
per cent in the last three

years. The increase in
enrollment is in commuter
students, he said.
About 1,320 incoming freshmen have been accepted for
next fall, he said. There are
660 spaces available for each
sex, but some of the people
accepted will go to other
schools, so the number of
spaces used by incoming
freshmen could vary, he said.
It is a college policy that all
freshmen live on campus
except those who live at home
and commute.
Commuters who want on
campus housing are put on a
waiting list and have very
little chance of getting
housing, he said.
Rose said he hopes the
lakeside
dorms currently
under construction will be
completed by fall 1978 and will
«4nrtp.'AN««ale\«Madis(»,.4-.
overcrowding."
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Ira Lechner brings
campaign to campus
(Continued from Page 9)
Lechner said he has
sponsored legislation to tax
land according to its present,
and not potential, use.
Despite declining employment in agriculture.
Lechner said that. "certain
values have to be observed."
Conservation has been
given a low priority in
Virginia.
according
to
Lechner. who attacked the
failure of the state to fulfill the
mandate of a 1966 parks and
recreation
plan
which
authorized the state to purchase additional parklands.

'heads they win,
tails we lose'

I

"Then this governor (Mills
Godwin) became governor,"
Lechner said, "and this
governor has never valued
state parkland."
The pending $5 million bond
issue for development of
recreation
areas
is
inadequate, according to the
delegate who last year offered
a bond issue of $84 million for
parks alone.
In answering questions
from the audience, Lechner
referred
to
Virginia's
financial situation as "a fiscal
mess."
He noted that the $7.6
million state budget was
"approved in 45 minutes,"
adding that most of the budget
debate "was me complaining
because there wasn't any
debate."
"I
imagine
the
Rockingham County Board of
Supervisors spend 100 times
that deliberating on a much
smaller budget," he said.
The procedures of the
General Assembly are in need
of serious reform, he said, as
often more than 300 bills
would pass his desk in a day.
"Once I had to present
seven bills before committees,
sit on two other committees
and a subcommittee all at the

I

same time.*' he said. "If the
people ever saw the General
Assembly in session, they'd
probably burn it down."
Lechner reiterated his
campaign platform plant
calling for election of the State
Corporation
Commission
(SCO.
Citing them as "three of the
most powerful men in the
state." Lechner further
proposed "an independent
consumer advocate to argue
our side before the SCC so
Vepco doesn't have monopoly
not only in power but also
persuasion."
In particular. Lechner
criticized the SCC rulings in
the Vepco Surrey Nuclear
Power Plan case allowing rate
increases to construct the
plant-and rate increases to
recover losses when the plant
was cancelled.
"Heads they win, tails we
lose." he said.

i DOUG
WESSEN
*

*
*
*

*

*
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} SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT
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» for greater student involvement
yL Vote April 12th

paid advertisement

Lechner's oratory ranged
from determined appeals to
quiet and gentle persuasion.
He admitted that he didn't
have all the answers.
Following one question
concerning the failure of the
Virginia legislature to bind
presidential electors to vote as
the state did, Lechner pulled
out his black notebook.
"I didn't know that," he
said, making an entry in his
notes, " Maybe something will
come of this."
Indeed, interaction and
discussion with Virginians is a
part not only of Lechner's
campaign but his plans for the
lieutenant governorship as
well, according to Lechner.
With few constitutional
duties, the lieutenantgovernor
could spend 10 months a year,
crossing the state "articulating concerns and
raising
people's
consciousness," he said.
Lechner pledged that as
lieutenant governor he would
continue to work in various*
jobs and to walk across
Virginia every summer to
keep in touch with the people.

APPLICATIONS
FOR
SUMMER ORIENTATION STAFF

are now available in Alumnae Hall,
Room 104. Jobs include: Orientation
Leaders to assist with programs,
Orientation Assistants to help with
Orientation housing, and Tour Guides,
Descriptions of these positions are
available with applications.
=3=
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Broyles' buttons and more
Collector exhibits old presidential campaign items
By FRANK RATHBUN
Kenton L. Broyles traveled from Franklin
County, Pennsylvania to Madison College
Tuesday, toting three suit cases and an umbrella. The cases were not loaded with clothes,
however, and the umbrella was not a
precaution against inclimate weather.
Rather, the cases were filled with hundreds
of antique presidential campaign buttons,
ribbons and metals. The umbrella, almost 100
years old, displayed colorful likenesses of
William Jennings Bryan.
Broyles displayed a portion of his collection,
parts of which have been exhibited in the
Smithsonian Institution, in the Warren
Campus Center south ballroom Tuesday.
Unfortunately, he did not bring his entire
collection -there's only so much room in his
car.
Broyres. who says he collects "all kinds of
stuff,"
has been actively collecting
presidential campaign material for 20 years.
His first purchase of campaign material
was from a childhood friend. The friend, he
said, offered him various campaign buttons,
including a few which promoted Franklin
Roosevelt, for $6. After first refusing the offer,
a young Broyles went home and said to himself, "I should have bought those things," upon
which he promptly called the seller back and
made the deal. He has been buying and selling
campaign items ever since.
KENTON L. BROYLES. owner of one of the best collections of
antique presidential campaign material in the nation, displays
aged top hat to audience Tuesday in the Warren Campus Center.
Photo by Mark Thompson

Broyles has a deep interest in politics, which
seems natural for a man who collects political
campaign memorabilia'Tve been interested
in politics for a long time," Broyles said. "I'm
a Republican-100 per cent Republican. Hell
would freeze over before I'd vote Democrat
My parents were Republicans in Luray
i Virginia)." he said, adding, "I guess that
wasn't very popular around here then"
Broyles visit was sponsored by the College
Republicans.
Though prefering Republican candidates,
Broyles admits to owning more Democratic
campaign material than Republican. The
Democrats have always produced more
campaign material, he said. President Carter's campaign produced more than 50 times
the material of the Ford campaign, he added.
During his talk, Broyles wore an Indian
Peace Metal around his neck. When he purchased it, he wasn't sure the metal was worth
the $13 purchase price. Later, however, he
realized that it was a good buy. "You don't see
too many of these around," he added, proudly
holding it up for inspection.
The bulk of material Broyles brought to
Madison predated the 1900s. Two of his most
rare, and consequently, favorite items were an
engraving of a bust of George Washington and
a John Adams commemorative relic,
displaying the President's likeness.
(Continued on Page 12) '*
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New Riders a group 'deserving of admiration
By
JEFF
BYRNE
The New Riders of the Purple Sage played in
Godwin Sunday night to an enthusiastic crowdof
about 5,000 people.
The Riders were preceeded by Vanguard
recording artists "Arrogance," a still-unknown
group whose'excellent set was marred only by the
performer's amateurish stage mannerisms.
Particularly good were the performances by Marty
Stout on piano and Robert Kirkland on lead guitar.
Their songs varied in style from hard-core boogie to
country rock within a beautifully tight framework
of
music.
After an annoyingly long intermission, the
house lights dimmed and the Riders straggled onto
the blue-spotlit stage to tune up amidst scattered
yells andapplause. They then broke into "Panama

Red." one of their more popular songs, which was
greeted with wild applause.
The band played for two hours with a half-hour
break, sticking largely to their favorite countryrock tunes, including "She's No Angel," "Take a
Letter, Maria" and "Henry," a song "dedicated to
anyone who smuggles dope for a living," a remark
which
drew
enthusiastic
applause.
Whereas in the studio the Riders enhance their
musical textures with the addition of keyboards,
horns and extra percussion, in concert they shuck
these extras and rely heavily on the guitar interplay
of Buddy Cage and David Nelson.
The vocals, though not as polished as in the
studio, still retained much of their power. Working
largely from favorite country and bluegrass

harmony patterns. Dawson, rhythm guitar, Torbert, and Nelson at times sound like an old-time
string band that just discovered electricity.
Dawson and Nelson provided most of the lead
vocals, usually on songs which they themselves
have written. Nelson's voice in particular adds
much of the country flavor to the songs, especially
on lively numbers like "Red Hot Womsm and Ice
Cold Beer," while Dawson's enthusiasm and unique
rapport with the audience were what really made
the
show
a
treat.
The crowd was a highly varied group of many
townspeople - - mostly high school students— and
college students. And, although the material
seemed unfamiliar to most of the audience, there
was a sprinkling of NRPS T-shirts to be seen.
(Continued on Page 12)

'Twelfth Night' 'proves
Shakespeare can be fun9
By PAULA MERGENHAGEN
Shakespeare can be fun and this year's spring drams
production should prove it, says director Roger Hall.
The Stratford Players will present "Twelfth Night," a light
work which Hall feels is "probably Shakespeare's most
psychologically interesting comedy." With a tone of extreme
romanticism, the play is about separated twins-Karen Marcus
and
Chris
Wessel-and
mistaken
identities.
"When I read it, I was struck by the romantic notions that
Shakespeare used.'Hall said. "To get at those romantic ideas"
he opted for updating the time and setting to 1877 Germany.
Why? Simply because "they took romantic ideas to an extreme"
at
that
point
in
history,
he
said.
Nineteenth century Europe was a land of elaborate fairy tale
castles with spires leading nowhere, damsels in distress, and
nobility "in love with love."
Changing the time period and setting is nothing new as far as
Shakespearean drama is# concerned. It's done all the time. Hall
notes, especially at the popular Shakespeare festivals.
He has. however, left most of the language and place
references the same, even if they don't quite match. The biggest
problem he found"was in finding a substitute for the court jester
character, a mainstay of Shakespeare. The "ironic viewpoint"
demonstrated by this personage is unlike any other in history:
Hall
found.
The plot itself is simple and the characters "fascinating."
Heading the list are a duke--Cedric Guthrie-enamored with the
idea of being in of being in love and Olivia-Andrea Fisher- a lady
"in love with melancholy" and mourning the death of her father
and brother partly "because she looks good in black."
Imfprtimately, both make dastardly choices in regard to their
objects of affection
'.'The sbbsplot fcottc*rn*rtt*.^riciculou* JMMflftteH =groop--Of
(Continued on Pane 12)

MEMBERS of the country-rock band. New
RiflVrs Of ihe Purple Sarge; perform Sunday

night in Godwin Hall. The group played to
approximately fi.ow listeners.
Photo by Bob Ltvoron*

/
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Broyles buttons, ribbons, medals andmore
live the President--GW."
Items explicitly used to
promote presidential candidates were not used until
1824 and the Andrew JacksonJohn Quincy Adams campaign Political items in
existence before then. Broyles
said, were commemorative
items rather than political
advertisments
In 1828. the first picturetype items appeared. Broyles
said, adding, i think they're
pretty great myself." Most of
these early picture items had
mirrors on the reverse side
which "ladies could use."
Brovles said
Scratched on the back side
of an Andrew Jackson button
were the words: "The old
tvrant." "Somebody obviously didn't like Jackson
very much." Broyles said.
In 1844. the first "flasher"
buttons appeared. Flashers
are similar to those used
today, displaying a name and or picture and little else, he
said. There aren't many
'•decent buttons today,"
Broyles complained. Today's
buttons have little "artistic
value." he added.
The elections of 1848 and '52
were "slow elections."

(Continued from Page II)
Holding up a cluttered
display case, one of almost 30
he put on exhibit. Broyles
explained that the first
political buttons actually
served as clothing buttons
The buttons, made in sets of
five, were usually removed
after a ball or party and
replaced by Tegular" buttons Engraved on one such
button were the words: "Long

Animal
adoption
Want to be a fox's father or
mallard's mother?
Well, you can have the
chance under the "Adopt-anAnimal" program begun
recently at the Duluth. Minn.
Zoo
Prospective foster parents
contribute funds to the zoo for
the upkeep of one or more
animals on the basis of what it
costs to feed them for a day.
The zoo's biggest eater, a
black rhinoceros, can be
adopted for $4.64 a day. while
the tiny sparrow hawk costs
less than that for a whole
month-about $2.80.

a

Brovleti said, referring to the
quality and quantity of
campaign material of the two
elections. But. in 1856. "things
picked up." he said, telling of
;i James Buchanan ribbon
which read: "We Polkedem
in 44. We Pierced'em in 52 and
we'll Buck'em in 56."
Campaign items, such as
the Bryan umbrella, are not
all that unusual. Broyles said.
"Almost anything you can
think of was tied into
presidential campaigns." he
said
'Anything
and
everything was used."
For skeptics. Broyles
displayed numerous examples, including a George
McClellen pipe: a Benjamin
Harrison snuff box and
wooden, block puzzle, and
various politicized bandanas.
•They're not doing much
today that hasn't been done
before." Brovles said.
Although most of the
material displayed by Broyles
pre dated 1900. a few items
were relatively new. In 1940.
Broyles
said.
"the
Republicans thought they

(Continued from Page it)
After their final song, a country-swing version
of Jerry Jeff Walker's "Redneck Mother.' the band
was called back for two encores, the first of which
featured Nelson's bottlenecking talent -with a
half-empty Heinekin's - and a song from their latest
album
"Who
Are
Those
Guys?"
The second encore was a slow waltz entitled
"The Last Lonely Eagle" which ended the show on
a mellow note with Dawson's lead vocal and Cage's
pedal steel building in intensity with each chorus
and then riding out together in a gentle
denouement.
Although their set lagged somewhat in the
middle, the New Riders put on a fantastic concert.
Their ability to give a crowd what it wants ranks
them with the biggest names in rock
Hopefully their talents will attract a wider circle
of admiration in the near future. They deserve it.

j ICE CREAM FACTORY
Specializing in Superb
Ice Cream and Fudge
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GAZEBO HAS

The key thing is to make it
funny and enjoy it so people
will see words are not all there
is to Shakespeare." the
director
concludes.
It will be presented in
Latimer-Schaefer Theater at 8
p.m April 14 -16. and 21 • 23.
There will also be two
matinees -April 16 at 2 p.m.
and April 21 at 11:30 a.m.

PRESIDENT

Budweiser 12 oz. cans 6 pk.

E. Market at Furnace

"Rime of the
Ancient
Mariner."
Conceived at the height of
Shakespeare's comedywriting period. "Twelfth
Night" contains "two of the
all-time funniest scenes in all
of drama." according to Hall.
He adds that it will be " one of
the nicest sets we ever had."~
complete with a castle of
course.

ELECT

f Mon-Sat 10-11 Sunday 4-11
J located behind McDonalds !

I GRAND
UMOIN
South Main 433-1990

rip you off In your dealing
>ouve got to deal .with
someone reputable." he said.
Though
primarily
a
collector.
Broyles also
"deals" in presidential
campaign material. However,
he is quick to point out that he
is "a collector first and a
seller second".
Despite owning one of the
nation's best collections, there
are a few items which he has
been unable to locate or unwilling to purchase. One such
item, a rare, pictorial button,
featuring Franklin Roosevelt
and his vice president James
Cox. was offered, but Broyles
refused, claiming the price
was too high.
"Some nuts" will do
anything to get an item if they
want it bad enough. Broyles
said, adding prouldly, "I can
walk away from any item."
Those who have enjoyed
the opportunity of seeing
Broyles' fascinating collection-or even a portion of itmust surely wonder if Broyles
has ever walked away from a
potential purchase.

'Proving Shakespeare can be fun *■
(Continued from Page 11)
servants, like "a conceited
prig" named Malvolio-Phoef
Sutton-who becomes an
object of ridicule and a clown
called Feste-Robin Strange.
The whole play, said
Hall, "has an edge of
cruelty." People are abused
and made fun of throughout.
That tendency, he adds, "does
not always come out in
Shakespeare's other plays."
Adding to this undertone is
the "dark brooding'element
so often a part of 19th century
romanticism--the type, for
example, found in Coleridge's

New Riders

could
beat
this
guy
iRoosevelt), so they put out
all sorts of buttons."
One such button read: "Dr.
Jekyll at Hyde Park."
referring, of course, to
Roosevelt's Hyde Park home.
One seemingly anti-socialist
group produced a button
poking tun at socialist candidate Eugene Debs' alleged
advocacy of violence. A
laughing Broyles read the
words on the button: "For
president-Convict
Number
9653."
While explaining his
collection. Broyles gave the
audience a crash course in
presidential
campaign
history. He also slipped in a
few opinions which were
primarily pro-Republican and
anti-Democrat. "Most" of
history's third party candidates were "kooks," he
said.
After concluding the formal
discussion. Broyles warned
those getting a closer look at
his collection to beware of
being decieved by antique
dealers. "Some people try to
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Black music has penetrated all other music'
By

KENT
BOOTY
.
KENT
BOOTY
"Black music has penetrated all
other forms of American music. Its
influence is felt everywhere." Dr.
Eileen Southern told Madison
s t u d e n t s recently.
Southern is a professor of music
and the chairman of the AfroAmerican Studies Department at
Harvard University. The author of
numerous books and magazine articles on black music, her lecture
covered 'The Music of Black
America."
According to Southern, she first
realized the pervasive influence of
black music in a rather unusual place-on
a
ship.
"1 was on a cruise, and on board the
ship they played Italian dance music;
nothing but Italian dance music for
eight weeks," Southern said. "It was
then that I knew how different this
was from anything I had ever heard in
America. Jazz is everywhere in
America and it was blacks who inve n t ed
it.''
Jazz is only one genre of music that
blacks have given to America,
Southern said. Their rich musical
tradition started during slavery with
spirituals, or religious songs. Though
they can be traced to the Bible or old
Protestant hymns, she said, spirituals
were changed by black composers "so
they became entities in their own
right;1.

Southern illustrated the distinctly
black flavor of spirituals by playing a
few bars of "Swing Low. Sweet
Chariot i' on the piano. She later
performed segments from other wellknown spirituals, a rag piece by Scott
Joplin apd a Bessie Smith blues tune.
Another early form of black music
whose origins closely parallel those of
the spiritual is the "shout," according
to Southern. Performed after the
Sunday or mid-week church service,
this musjc involved people forming a
circle and moving around the room to
the accompaniment of hand-clapping
and
foot-stomping.
As with spirituals, she added,
shouts were done with an "extraordinary amount of feeling" and
the words of popular songs were
changed to accomodate black themes.
Later, work songs, railroad songs,
prison songs and the blues evolved,
she said. According to her, all these
black musical forms, most notably
the blues, focused upon life in the
post-Civil War south and the '"rough,
raspy, guttural, or grunting" voice
was preferred by black singers.
At first. Southern said, these folk
songs were attacked by white
America as being "lowly and
sometimes primitive" and were
considered unacceptable to the
public. Only today are a large number
of whites, particularly college
students, beginning to hear and ap-

f>*

hiark folk
M»
preciate older forms of black
music.
she
said.
Despite this discriminatory
rejection, of black music by whites,
she said, white minstrel shows in the
late 1800s gradually incorporated
black idioms and melodies into their
music.
According to Southern, this
widespread "borrowing" of black
material was blatant in some instances. For example, the minstrel hit
"Oh. Dem Golden Slippers," written
by Virginia-born composer Richard
Bland, is an almost identical copy of
the black spiritual "I've got Shoes,"
Southern
noted.
Perhaps the first black musician to
gain recognition was Scott Joplin, the
legendary rag pianist. Southern said.
Joplin's fame in the 1890 s and early
twentieth century helped establish St.
Louis as one of the major musical
centers
in America.
Though originally an instrumental
music. Southern added, rag pieces
later included singing and eventually
became what is now known as
ragtime.
What thrust the blues-and the
whole area of black music-into the
national spotlight was W. C. Handy's
famed recording of "Memphis Blues"
in 1912 and. two years later, his "St.
Louis Blues." Southern said. "His
song ' Memphis Blues' was an immediate hjt." she noted, and it began
"a
revolution
in
music."

9
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The blues started being recorded
on a large scale in the 1920s and
scholars then began studying this
hitherto unknown music. Southern
said.
The 1920s
also saw the
popularization of jazz, she said, and
improvisational music which was a
"fusion of all forms of black musicblues, ragtime, spirituals, etc."
With the advent of jazz, Southern
noted, cities like New Orleans,
Chicago, and New York began
placing themselves on the musical
map. The 1920s was also the period of
the new black composers, she said,
and it was during this decade that the
first symphonies written by blacks
were performed by major orchestras.
From the 1940s through the early
60s. the interest of blacks in their
musical heritage declined, Southern
said, with the exception of a brief
revival of black musicals in the 1950s.
According to her, the slaying of
Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1968
provided a rallying point which
sparked the re-surgence of black
interest in their musical traditions.
Today, jazz continues to thrive,
ragtime and~to a lesser extentspirituals are once again popular, and
the blues are still being performed,
noted Southern. In fact, she is optimistic about the future of all black
folk
music.
"The black folk song lives on," she
proudly
piuuuijr
said.
sell

Gabriel lacks wit and color of Genesis
tv
By

I I VI
niWCnM
JIM
DAWSON
After leaving the group
Genesis over a year ago,
Peter Gabriel apparently
wanted to separate himself as
completely as possible from
his
past.
Unfortunately, he succeeds
at this goal all to well on his

fire* solo
cnln album.The
olkumTk. record
»■ —■
first
runs the musical gamut from
the vaudevillian to the
classical, seemingly trying to
make up in variety what it
lacks in overall coherence.
Occasionally, the tactic
works.
The nine-songs-innine-styles format does

.

..._...

showcase facets of Gabriel
never heard elsewhere, such
as the slow blues on "Waiting
For the Big One," the rhumba
rhythm on "Humdrum," and
his folk-styled "Solsbury
HillIronically, though, one of
the most noteworthy songs in

*^

the set is "Moribund the
Burgermeister," which is also
the only song clearly showing
Gabriel's Genesis influences.
Make of that what you will.
Sadly,
the
album's
highlights are counterbalanced by its detractions.
"Slowburn" and "Modern
Love" are two unoriginal,
unnecessary, and unappreciated
musical
indiscretions done in that style
of rock music commonly
referred to as "mindless
noise."
Even some of the otherwise-listenable songs suffer
from
their own inconsistencies. "Waiting For
the Big One" is too long,
"Down the Dolce Vita" hovers
quite close to the realm of the
over-pretentious, and "Here
Comes The Flood" borders on
camp.
Gabriel's lyric-writing
throughout the album also
lacks the wit and color of his

Genesis days, and his considerable vocal talents are for
some
reason
subdued.
Gabriel's failure to live up
to his own self-intentions
make for the record's most
acute disappointment. After
leaving Genesis, Gabriel said
his next work would be the
logical conclusion to the ideas
put forth in "The Lamb Lies
Down on Broadway," his last
record with the group.
Instead, he has teamed
with Bob Ezrin, the inept
producer of records by Kiss
and Alice Cooper, and has
presented a sample of diverse
by generally unimpressive
songs. Naturally, Gabriel
could not be expected to
remain entirely within the
style of the group he left. But
it would have been nice if he
could have maintained more of
the quality which had come to
be expected
of him.
Put simply, Gabriel's first
solo effort is not nearly as
good as it should have been.
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Vote April 12

FLOYD
April 14,15,16,21,22,23 8 P. M
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre
Reservations 433-6260
^

Special Matinee April 16, 2 p. m.
Madison College Theatre
i
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Despite low water levels
Hue to a lack of heavy rains,
more than 500 paddlers participated
in the annual white water races
in Petersburg, W. Va.
Approximately 20,000 spectators
viewed the festival events,
which included wild water races
in kayaks and canoes,
a muzzle-loading contest
and a fiddlers' contest.

MUZZLE-LOADING was only one of several contests

during

the

weekend.

Whitewater

Weekend

/
*3

CONTESTANTS line up for the niimle-loadjog contest, showing, off , their .frontier , attire.

THE BREEZE, Friday. April 8, 1877, Page 15

ONE CONTESTANT arrives with a fuU supply of boating equipment.

FRED MONGOLD of Timberville won the prize for most
authentic
outfit.

Photos
by
Don Petersen

' '-°* '""

15-YEAR-OLD Abby Kingman of Towsea, Maryland braves the rapias in a wudwaiier •««:«.
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SGA elections:

2nd vice president, treasurer, secretary
Wessen
(Continued from Page 5)
mittee. a member of the
Commission on planning and
Development, and treasurer
of the Council for Children
with Behavioral Disorders.
Wessen would like to set up
a state lobby to increase
student interest in state issues
affecting
them.
He plans to have a list of
students in each major to
contact and work with if
something in their major is
being considered by the
senate.
Wessen would like to
broaden the choice of
lifestyles available to a
student, and create an honors
dorm, and a non-coed dorm
with 24-hour visitation.
He would like to see certain
dormitories designated to
allow kegs.
More shuttle services are
needed, Wessen said, which
would alleviate the parking
problem because more
commuters would bus in. X lot
should be split into a commuter section he said.
Other projects Wessen
would like to get done are to
have faculty advisers certified, improve CPB-SGA
relations, increase facilities,
and improve intramural
sports
rules.

Summer conference
to be held
The Association for World
Education, an organization
dedicated to fostering a global
perspective in education,
invites American students and
educators to participate in a
summer conference on
"Building a World Community."
The
'Second
World
Citizens Assembly," to be
held in Innsbruck. Austria,
June 25-29 and Paris, July 1-5,
will focus on specific world
problems- the arms race,
meeting basic human needs
and preserving the environment, and promoting
education for the world and
community.
_^
For
scholarship
information or contributions to
the fund, write Barbara Stone.
A.WE Program Office,
School of Education. U. of
Conn., Storrs, CT 06268.

TYPING

Steve
Manderfield
Steve Manderfield is vice
president of Chandler Hall,,
and a member of the teacher
course evaluation committee.
He has not served on the SGA
this year, but has attended
senate
meetings.
Manderfield would like to
see full enforcement of the
honor code, and hopes to increase respect for it by increasing student knowledge of
it.
He hopes to increase
student involvement in SGA,
either through a newsletter, or
a special section in The
Breeze, devoted to SGA's
weekly
activities,
and
providing an agenda for the
next
week's
meeting.
He advocates special
dining hall contracts for
commuter students.
More SGA senators need to
be added to represent off
campus students, he said,
because commuters represent
more than 40 per cent of the
enrollment.

DarreliPile is president of
Ikenberry Hall, and chairman
of the sophomore class
committee. He believes that
the SGA should leave itself
open to more constructive
student input.
Pile wants to set up a
committee of all club
presidents, to work with the
finance committee to set up a

8-TRACK &
^XASSETTE

Secretary
Two candidates:
Suzanne
Greene and Susan Joiner
(write-in)

Suzanne Greene is the
current SGA secretary, and
secretary of Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority.

She would be keeping a
written record of all executive
council and senate meetings,
and sending the minutes of the
meetings to anyone that wants
them, including all college
officials and department
heads.
Greene believes that her
experience this year as
secretary will make her able
to coordinate the SGA office to
"its fullest potential."

Susan
Joiner
Susan Joiner, a write in
candidate, has never served in
student government at
Madison, but was active in her
high school SGA, and has had
experience as dining room
manager in a restaurant. She
types 40-50 words per minute
"Joiner would like to bring
the executive council together
as a unit, and cooperate with
them in performing their
duties.
Alcohol needs to be deemphasized on campus.
Joiner said, and the honor
system should be stressed and
students need to be made
aware of what it entails.
The SGA nees to work
together more, she said,
adding that she would be
willing to help any senators
who need help.

BEAUTY PALACE « j
If you've paid more than $4.00
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Paul Manning has been
chairman of the SGA finance
committee for the past two
years and is a member of the
planning and development
commission, the student
activities fund advisory
commission,
and
the
Chrysalis commission. He is a
senator from Glick House.
Manning plans to be an
"active treasurer." In the
past, he said, the role of
treasurer has
not been
utilized as fully as possible.
In being an active

Darrell Pile

treasurer. Manning plans to
increase accountability on the
part of funded organizations
to SGA and on the part of SGA
to students. "Students should
know where their money is
going." he said.
He also plans to implement
zero-based budgeting, making
each organization justify
every dollar they intend to
spend, not just the increases
over the previous year.
Manning wants to maintain
"constant visibility and
openness" to students, so they
can feel free to come at any
time with criticisms and
suggestions.
Manning wants to increase
blicityotSGA funding and
udgeting of operations,
either through The Breeze,
SGA bulletin board, or a
mailout.

Suzanne
Greene

Paul
Manning

Treasurer
Two candidates: Darrell Pile
and
Paul
Manning

\CALLMRSPRICE\
13Yrs.Exp.
1828-694? $65-pg

IK STEREOS

fair system to allocate money.
He supports a system for
dining hall contracts where
students would be able to
contract for seven, fourteen,
or twenty-one meals per week,
so they would not have to pay
for meals they don't eat.
He would like to implement
a
system
of
teacher
evaluations where students
fill out a questionnaireabout
teachers in their major.and
the results are kept in a file on
each teacher, so that if there
is a great deal of negative
comments concerning a
teacher, the SGA can take
steps to improve the teacher.
Pile favors improving SGACPB relations, and making
sure that the CPB meets the
desires of students.
Pile would like to have a
CPB representative at every
SGA meeting, to report on
CPB
spending
and
programming.
Pile
also
supports
liberalization of the policies
governing the College Farm
and lessening the food services monopoly on campus.

i

4 Main St.-Court Square

JUST ARRIVED:
Gauchos, Wedge & Wrap Sandals,
Long Gowns, Fashion Slacks & Tops
HatiJor Spring
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Judicial council to hear appeal of cheating case
(Continued from Page 1)
as an administrative rather
than a judicial matter, according to the handbook.
Any student found guilty of
an honor violation may. within
five working days of receiving
notice of the Honor Council
verdict, request an appeal to
the College Judicial Council.
It is unclear whether the
five day limit applies only to
student appeals or to all appeals.
Sander's request for an
appeal, filed March 29. does
fall within five working days

nothing-' of whether the appeal had been accepted until
Tuesday, a week after the
request was filed.
"I received a notice in the
mail Tuesday." he said.
"That's the first I have heard
about it."

of official notification of the
Honor Council's verdict.
College Judicial Coordinator William Johnson may
not have given proper notice
of the appeal.
The college handbook
states that decisions as to
whether to hear or reject an
appeal should be made within
48 hours of the filing of the
request for an appeal
It further states that "the
student and the accuser will
be notified of the time, place,
and the date of the hearing'.'"
Sander said he "heard

Latham said Sunday, five
days after the request was
filed, that he knew nothing of
the appeal.
Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice
!resident for academic afairs, said Wednesday night
that he did not know whether

SGA aids commuter committee
The Student Government
Association (SGA) voted
March 29 to give financial
assistance to the commuter
student committee to help pay
its
debts.
The assistance came in the
form of a $15(1 grant and a $130
loan to Garber Hall, to whom
the committee owes money
after suffering losses in a
party held at the Auto Auction
before
spring
break.
The loan to Garber by the
SGA would be repaid by the
commuter committee,
committee member Jacob
Say lor
said.
Also, it was voted to give
The Breeze $37 on behalf of the
commuter committee to pay

The loan to Garber Hall by
the SGA will be repaid by the
commuter
committee.
Saylor said.
Recently, the SGA voted to
fund "Scooter's Nooze," the
commuter newsletter, $200 for
two issues to be published in
April and this summer.
At that time, considerable
coubt of the committee's
solvency
was
raised;
however, committee members indicated that considerable reorganization was
going on within the committee
Thursday, a $795 1977-78
budget was presented by the
committee to the SGA finance
committee for front-end
budgeting.

an

advertising
bill.
The committee lost more
than $400 on its Auto Auction
party. Saylor said, and does
not have the money to pay
Garber Hall the $2Kii it owes
the dormitory for the
"Madison Gong Show" which
Garber conducted at the Auto
Auction
party.
The debts resulted. Saylor
said, from a "joyful triumverate" on the committee
which made commitments on
behalf of the committee
against the other committee
members' wishes.
Yesterday, however, the
committee met and elected
new
officers.

MIKE DEWITT
PRESIDEIST
QUALIFIED

the request for the appeal had
been accepted.
Johnson is responsible for
accepting or rejecting the
appeal and setting the date,
Stanton said, but added that
he and Dr. William Hall, vice
Kresident for student affairs,
Dped to have some say in the
matter.
Hall said Wednesday that
he did not know when the
appeal would be nor even
whether a request for one had
been filed.
Johnson refused to comment on when the request for
an appeal was filed, whether

'Peeping Tom9 caught
A 21-year-old Harrisonburg
man has been charged with
"being a 'peeping Tom' and
trespassing" on the Madison
campus by Harrisonburg
police, according to Jay
Crider. chief of campus
police.
The man had been given a
trespassing notice "months
ago." Crider said. "Anyone
given a notice can be arrested
if seen on campus"
Two Madison students,
John Klopp and Scott Johnson,
caught the alleged peeping
torn March 30 at 10:15 p.m.
"A friend of ours, an RA in
Dingledine. had been bothered
by this guy looking in her
window at night." Klopp said.
"He was under some girls'
window in Dingledine's Awing making obscene noises.
The girls couldn't describe
him because they only saw a
figure in
the
dark."
Security had men stationed
by Dingledine Monday and
Tuesday nights last week,
Crider said, but the man did
not return. Wednesday night,
Klopp and Johnson hid behind
Fredrickson dorm to watch
Dingledine.
"A man walked into Dindledine's'courtyard," Johnson
said. "When he didn't see
anyone, he looked in the RA's
window but no one was there.
Then he saw us. We chased
him about 30 or 40 yards and

• 8QA 2nd Vic* Pr**id*nt '76-77
Served On

• Collsg* Council
• Commission on Student Service*
• Commission on Undergraduate
Studies
• Honor Council Advisory Board
• Off Campus Ssnator 76
• Coordinator of 8QA Book Sal*

the request had been accepted
or rejected, and when the
appeal would be held.
Honor Council president
Bob Snyder and vice president
Mark Ritter have charged
that
Latham
received
preferential
treatment
because he is a basketball
player on a full athletic
scholarship.
They recommended that
Latham be convicted of
premeditated cheating and
suspended.
Other
Honor
Council
members have said that the
scholarship played no part in
their decision.

INEXP MGRS NEEDED.
WILL TRAIN FOR RESPON
EXEC POS. GOOD $$$.
ArmyROTC 433-62W
.

caught him in front of Huffman."
The man did not fight them,
Johnson
said.
"We got a really, strange
reaction from these four guys
walking by." Klopp said. "We
told them we caught a
•peeping Tom' so call the
police. They laughed and kept
right
on walking."
Klopp said the campus
police recognized the man
immediately and greeted him
by
n a m-senThe man was turned over to
Harrisonburg police, Crider
said.

Hall publishes
article
Dr. Roger Hall, assistant
professor of Communication
Arts at Madison College, has
had an article published in the
"Educational Theatre
Journal."
Hall's article is entitled
"Black America:
Nate
Salsbury's Afro-Amsrican
Exhibition." The article deals
with an outdoor extravaganza
in 1895 that featured approximately 500 black performers. The production was
assembled by Nate Salsbury.
an influential nineteenth
century producer and vicepresident
and
general
manager of Buffalo Bill
Cody's Wild West Show.
"Black America" played in
New York City, Boston,
Washington,
D.C.,
and
Philadelphia.
Hall holds degrees from
Princeton University and Ohio
State University.
IIHIIIIIIIIIU;
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Society formed to provide free legal advice
By

KENT
BOOTY
Local residents who think
their limited resources and
ignorance of the law could
hurt them in court can now
turn to the Harrisonburg
Legal
Aid
Society.
The Harrisonburg Legal
Aid Society is a free service
which offers both pre-trial
legal advice and attorney
representation during the trial
for all types of civil suits
According to Ruth Stoltzfus,
director and staff attorney of
the society, it is aimed
primarily at lower-income
people.
"Your income must be at or
below 50 per cent of the state
median income to be eligible
for our services," Stoltzfus
said. She estimates a "large
percentage" of Rockingham
County
residents
are
therefore
eligible.
Started on Feb. 1, the Legal
Aid Society is made up of just
Stoltzfus and a secretary. Two
para-legal assistants --a
student intern and volunteeralso work for the society.
According to Stoltzfus, a
Harrisonburg native and
graduate of Eastern Mennonite College, the Legal Aid
Society handles only civil,
rather than criminal, cases. It
is also prohibited from handling "fee-generating" cases
or cases involving damages in
which the attorney could

receive a reward, she said.

She expects the bulk of her
legal work to include divorces,
adoptions, custody and support cases.bankruptcy cases,
and consumer and administrative
cases.
Excluding income levels,
the
only
eligibility
requirement is that the client
be currently residing in
Rockingham County.
A Madison student applying for legal aid would also
have to meet the same income
requirements as anyone else,
she said. Madison students
who are still dependents must

The Legal Aid Sociftty^-'
budget is made up of about 30
per cent "local funds." she
said, and the rest comes from
federal money. Included in the
local funds are contributions
from the city council, county
board of supervisors, and
private individuals and
organizations.
Although there has Been
little media coverage and the
society is not listed in the
phone book, it is having no
trouble attracting-clients,
Stoltzfus said. "A number of
other agencies are aware of

the Legal Aid Society, and
they refer people to us."
The current case-load is
about 30 people, Stoltzfus said,
and about another 20 applications are now being
reviewed. According to her,
the society will "expand
gradually" and hopes to add
another attorney by summer.
"I'm sure the Legal Aid
Society will succeed," she
said. "It's very badly
needed."
The society is located on
the fifth floor of the county
office building in downtown
Harrisonburg.

BIG STEVE
BUTLER
wants to
be your
2nd Vice^President

Professors
added to
honor board
Both faculty and students
will be sitting on the Honor
Council next year, according
to Bob Snyder, newly-elected
Honor Council president.
Previously, faculty were
not members of the council, he
said, but have been incorporated into the honor
system this year because
"they should have a say in
what
happens.''
Ten faculty .members
sitting on the council will be
appointed by President
Ronald Carrier from a group
recommended by the Honor
Advisory Board.
Four faculty will be
selected for each hearing, he
said.
Students sitting on the
Honor Council will he chosen
by selecting five from each
undergraduate school, and
three from the graduate
school. All 18 will be placed in
a pool and six will be selected
for
each
hearing.
The university Honor
Council will have original
jurisdiction in all honor cases,
Snyder said. From the'Honor
Council, appeals can be made
to an appeals committee,
consisting of two students and
two faculty, one of which will
be Dr. Raymond Dingledine,
chairman of the honor advisory board, who will not
have a vote.
The president of the college
will have the final word on all
appeals.
Snyder
said.
Another alternative which
will be open to those accused
of honor offenses, Snyder said,
is the "administrative route,"
where students may plead
guilty to their charges, and
accept the penalty without a
hearing.

submit verification of their
parents' income to show they
are
eligible.
Applying for legal aid is
simple. Stoltzfus said. The
potential client fills out an
application and brings a
verification of income, she
said, which could be recent
paycheck stubs or a letter
from his or her employer. The
only other step is setting up an
appointment to see Stoltzfus.
This is the first legal aid
society in Harrisonburg,
Stoltzfus said; before now the
closest one had been in
Charlottes ville.

and that's
how it
should be
PAST YEAR'S EXPERIENCE
*SGA SENATOR
• CHAIRMAN, STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE
• CHAIRMAN, ALCOHOL ADVISORYCOMMITTEE
• MEMBER, COURSE EVALUATION
COMMITTEE
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Golfers open season
with 8-4 victory
The Madison women's golf
team opened their season last
Friday with an 8-4 match play
victory over the State
University of New York at
Brock port.
The match used nassau
scoring, where one point is
scored by a player winning the
front nine, one for the back
nine, and one for the entire
match.
Pam Maurer led the
Duchesses by winning all
three of her matches. Judy
Bonin and Susan Lamotte
each won two of three, and
Melissa McFee won one
match.
Coach Martha O'Donnell
was happy with the girls' play,
particularly since the weather
had permitted them limited
practice time.
"I'm pleased with the
tournament," she said. 'The
girls played pretty well. They
didn't play up to their
potential, but they didn't play
horribly, either."
O'Donnell
feels
the
Duchesses will play well in
their next tournament, the
Madison Invitational to be
played at Sbevalee in'New
Market April 15-16.
There will be 11 colleges
participating in the tournament,
according
to
O'Donnell, but there will be no
team scores.
The entire
tournament will be match
play tfetween individuals.
The
tournament
will
consist of three divisions, a
championship and runner-up
division, a first flight and
runner-up, and a second flight
and runner-up.
Thirty-six golfers will
participate in the tourney,
mainly from North Carolina,
Maryland and Virginia.
O'Donnell said that Duke

University will probably be
the strongest in the field.
Four Madison girls will be
playing in the first Virginia
Carolina
Women's
Intercollegiate Match April 2223 at Appalachian State.
The
tournament ' will
consist from 10 girls from both
Virginia and North Carolina.
The players are chosen by
their scores from last fall's
state tournament.

DAVE MCGLAUGHUN fouls off a pitch in the
snow Wednesday during the Dukes' win over

Buffalo

State
Photo by Mark Thompson

Beat Edinboro, Buffalo:

Dukes take doubleheader in snow
By PAUL MCFARLANE
Cold weather and baseball
just don't create a likeable
combination. Or worse yet
neither do snow and baseball.
Our national pasttime is
geared for the warm-weather
months of July and August,
not in the early Spring when
it's cold, or sometimes even
snowing.
The Dukes found that out
Wednesday when Edinboro
State, from Northwestern
Pennsylvania, and Buffalo
State ventured to Long Field.
It had been snowing at both
schools when the teams left
and, apparently, they brought
the winter-like weather with
them.
Amidst blizzard conditions
some of the time, and brutally
cold weather all of the time,
the
Dukes swept the
doubleheader. Edinboro fell,
10-2, before Buffalo was iced,
9-2.
In both games, the teams
were fighting each other in
addition to the cold weather.
They were just as concerned
about staying warm as they
were about scoring runs.
"I just couldn't keep
loose." said Carl Zerambo,

who took the complete-game
win over Buffalo. "I threw
between innings, but there's
not too much you can do when
it's that cold."
One of the things that you
can do when it's very cold is to
get an early lead and make
you opponents play catch-up.
Against Edinboro, thatTs

exactly what the Dukes did.
They put together four runs on
five hits in the first inning.
Dave McLaughlin reached
on an error to lead off for
Madison. Following a Todd
Winterfeldt single, J.W.
Mitchell forced McLaughlin at
third. Clean-up hitter Mike
LaCasse singled in Win-

Archers place second
The Madison College men's
and women's archery teams
finished second among
collegiate archery teams at
Saturday's (April 2) United
States
Indoor Archery
Tournament
held
in
Harrisburg, Pa.
East Stroudsburg State
College, the defending U. S.
men's intercollegiate outdoor
archery champion, won the
men's, women's and mixed
team divisons.
East Stroudsburg had 3318
points to 3174 for Madison's
men's team, and the East
Stroudsburg women's team
compiled 2747 points to
Madison's 2535.
Madison placed third in the

mixed team competition
behind East Stroudsburg and
Atlantic Community College.
The Dukes' Kevin WUgus
(Dover, Del.) was Madison's
top finisher in the men's
division with a 10th place
finish. Other top Madison
finishers included Tom Cox
(Woodbridge, Va.), 15th; Rick
Kiser (Harrisonburg, Va'.),
16th ; and Eric Snyder
(Laporte, Pa.), 21st.
In the women's division,
Madison's Cindy Dupre
(Springfield, Va.) finished
12th, followed by teammate
Karen Nafzinger (Fairfax
Station, Va.) in 16th and Sue
Jenkins (Berryvill, Va.) in
20th place.
The Madison women's
team travels to Westhampton
College on Thursday
(April 7), and Madison will
host five teams in an invitational meet on Saturday
(April 9). The invitational is
scheduled to begin at 10 a.m.

terfeldt. Jim Barbe also
reached on an error, and then
Roger Lee drove in LaCasse.
Mike Parenteau kept the
rally alive with his single-the
first of five he was going to get
for the day- and Joe Bono
drove in the final runs with a
double.
With the weather bleak and
the outlook w/x-se, (he Dukes
were more than happy to get
out to that four-run lead.
"It (the cold) affected the
concentration of the batters,"
explained bead coach Brad
Babcock. "I don't know
whether it affects you when
you get up to bat, but it might
when you're on deck. It has to
affect your concentration."
Madison added another run
when McLaughlin led off the
second inning with a homer to
left.
Madison
pitcher
Tim
Semones gave up his first hit
and his first run in the third.
After walking lead-off hitter
Bill Roniger, Semones also
walked Tom Klochak.
Roniger later scored an
unearned run when Jim
Basilone reached on Mitchell's error at short.
Basilone,
too,
scored
unearned in Jim Sekel's runscoring single to left
Semones
buckled
down.allowing just three hits
over the final four innings.
Madison put the game
beyond doubt in the sixth
(Continued on Page 22)

Tennis team achieves
'biggest upset9 in history
In the words of coach Jack
Arbogast, the Madison tennis
team achieved "the biggest
upset in the history of
Madison tennis" Wednesday
as they defeated HampdenSydney for the first time ever,
6-3.
Madison started strong,
taking five of six singles
matches, which won the
contest. The only singles loss
was at seed five, where Kevin
Anderson, playing in place of
Bobby Reid, who couldn't
make the trip, lost a tough
three set match to John
Mansfield, 1-6, 6-3, 6-4.
Four of Madison's five
singles victories were swept in
.....; . . . e ; .j

two sets, but Marty Sherman
at seed four needed a strong
comeback after being down
one set to win, 4-6, 6-1, 6-4.
Ed Barnhart used a 5-4
tiebreaker in the second set to
take his match, while Dave
Venell, Steve Gill, and Chris
Laybourne all won with apparent ease.
The Dukes were due for a
win. They have been playing
solid tennis against top notch
teams, but lately have been
falling just short of victory.
The Hampden-Sydney win
leaves Madison's record at 45, and their next match was
yesterday against Towson
Staje.
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Sun Belt hampers proposed state conference
ODUs outside interest holds up meeting
By BOB MORGAN
A Virginia basketball conference?
Better ask Old Dominion University
first.
The Division I schools in Virginia
have been tossing around the idea of
an in-state basketball conference for
the past two years. It had progressed
from the possible to the probable and
a meeting of the athletic directors
from the state's eight schools was
scheduled to take place in Charlottesville some time this month. That
was until Old Dominion and
possibility either Richmond and
Virginia Commonwealth University
became interested in the newly formed Sun Belt Conference that sent
UNC-Charlotte to the NCAA semifinals a week ago.
Old Dominion officials couldn't be
reached late Wednesday about the
possibility of joining the Sun Belt
Conference, but one source at the
school wouldn't deny the interest.
"I'm sure you could call it a
possibility," he said.
"Right now Old Dominion is the key
to the in-state basketball conference,"
one athletic director, from a state
school who wished to remain
anonymous, said. "A lot hinges on
what they decide to do about the Sun
Belt thing."
The reasons are two-fold. Old
Dominion is one of eight Division I
schools in Virginia. The others are
Madison, Virginia Tech, Virginia,
William L Mary, Virginia Military.
Virginia Commonwealth and Richmond.
The proposed state basketball

conference needs at least six of those
to get off the ground. Virginia has
declined any interest -because of its
membership in the prestigious
Atlantic Coast Conference. Virginia
Tech has likewise shown little interest
because of its trying to gain entrance
in the ACC.
That leaves just six remaining
schools. If the Monarchs and anyone
of the other Division I schools decide
against the conference, the chances of
it getting off the ground are next to
none.
Old Dominion also has the acting
chairman of the proposed conference
in its athletic director, Jim Jarrett.
Several state schools are concerned
that Jarrett seemingly has been
dragging his-feet on setting a date for
the Charlottesville meeting. One
athletic director went as far to say it
could because he wanted to see how
valid the Sun Belt offer was.
The newly formed Sun Belt Conference, which gained a great deal of
exposure because of UNC-Charlotte's
NCAA post-season success, originally
approached the Monarchs and
Virginia Com mom wealth last year.
At that time Old Dominion said no, but
Virginia Commonwealth said maybe.
Last month VCU athletic director
Lewis Mills said the school had just
about ruled out the possiblity of the
Sun Belt. "It would be too expensive
with the travel involved and the lack
of schools close by." If Old Dominion
would opt for the Sun Belt, that
majority of deep South schools would
be offset by the two Virginia schools.
The Sun Belt is interested in ODU

and the Richmond area schools
because both have improving
programs and are located in top
media areas.
The six schools currently in the
conference are UNC-Charlotte, New
Orleans, South Florida, Georgia
State, South Alabama and Jacksonville.
A month ago Jarrett sounded much
like a man expecting the Virginia
conference to be a reality by the
middle of the summer. "We have a lot
of things to get ironed out once we get
underway," he said. "A television
pact is a priority item."
Now the Monarchs are possibilty
one of the Virginia conference's main
stumbling blocks.
"We have to have at least six
schools to really get the conference off
the ground," Madison Athletic
Director Dean Ehlers said. "If we
don't get them now, it may be a while
before the opportunity presents itself
again."
It would appear that the timing for
the proposed conference is right.
Madison, Richmond, William & Mary
and Virginia Commonwealth are all
independents. Old Dominion is a
member of the loosely-knit Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference
(ECAC) and Virginia Military is an
on-again, off-again member of the
Southern Conference.
"I think Virginia Military (the lone
Virginia school in the SC) would drop
the Southern if they had another
conference to go to, but right now they
have to know if it is concrete," Ehlers
said. "If it isn't then they will stay

where they are." The Keydets need
for a conference is brought about
because of its 2,700-seat basketball
arena called the "Pit."
"We can't schedule as an independent because of that facility,"
VMI athletic director Tom Joynes
said referring to the Pit. "That is one
of the reasons we decided against
leaving the Southern Conference."
VMI had announced last year that
they would leave the SC at the end of
this school year.
Old Dominion has shown in its interest in the Sun Belt Conference that
it isn't hesitant about leaving the
ECAC.
The conference will more than
likely not have to worry about the
proposed NCAA legislation to limit
Division I status which almost
wrecked conference in the idea stage.
Those proposals are expected to be
amended through "summer politics"
and would enable the Virginia schools
to maintain Division I status.
The main priority item at the
Charlottesville meeting will be to set
up standards that are acceptable to
the NCAA. The NCAA requires all
conferences to hold championships in
at least six sports before an automatic
qualifying berth into post-season
basketball is guaranteed.
In the past, the biggest deterent to
an in-state basketball conference has
been personality conflicts between
schools and the perference of some
schools to seek out-of-state affiliations. Ironically Jarrett said a
month ago, "Hopefully that's old
business . . ."

Held Thur§day on 'turf:

Eight teams left in softball
Eight teams remained in
the scramble for the men's
intramural softball championship, which was held
yesterday on the astro turf.
Cockoo's Nest, lead by
Steve Stielper's two home
runs, crushed Moose. 23-8. to
advance to the quarterfinals.
David Humrich also went 4-4.
"We finally broke out of our
hitting slump." said' team
coach John Talamo. "Our
defense also played vei
well."
Earlier, Cuckoo's Nest
edged the Pathetics. 4-3.
"If our hitting keeps up.
we'll do pretty well in our
upcoming games," added
Talamo.
Almost beat D league
representive the Cellar Rats
.15-8.
"If we keep hitting the ball
and fielding like we have
been, we're going to be tough
to beat," team captain G.W.
Myers said.

Fencing club
The newly established
James Madison Fencing
Club, whose constitution was
ratified only a month ago, has
collected two victories and
two Individual victories.
On March 3, the club
defeated Mary Baldwin's
men's f 3ncing club. 13-7. "and
then beat. Longwood's men's
club by a point score of 49-56.
Chuck Smith and Bill
Bowman, on March 13, took
f>Tt and second place at a
state-wide AFLA beginnernovice meet in Williamsburg.
The club's next meet is
against the William and Mary
JV team on April 16 in
Williamsburg.

The two teams will face
each other in the first quarterfinal game.
A balanced attack was the
key for the N-9ers in a victory
10-5 over Big Train.
"We have a solid defense,
and when we need it, we come
up with some clutch hitting,"
said N-9ers captain Mike
Gallier.
je team received a forfeit
/over the. Sheni Sharks in the
firsf round of the playoffs.
Short's IV relied on a
strong defense to advance to

the quarterfinals. The team
has been hitting the ball well,
lately.
In their playoff victories
overTKE, 12-3, and SPE, 12-5,
the offense broke out of its
earlier' season slump. Bob
Carlin hit three homers in the
two games.
N-9ers and Short's IV play
in the second quarterfinal.
In the third game, Sigma
Nu faces the Illregulars.
Sigma Nu. 2-3 in the regular
season, got back to last year's
form.

Aquatics Institute here
The fifth annual Madison
College Aquatics Institute
will be held April 14-17 in
Madison's
Savage
Natatorium.
The institute will feature
certification programs for:
YMCA Competitive Swim
Official. YMCA Coach, Pool
Operators
and
YMCA
Specialist Leader-Instructor
of Institutes in various areas.
The Pool Operators Certification course is of particular interest to students
who may have summer jobs
involving work at a swimming
pool.
The institute js comprised
of four sections and a person
can take one section or all
four. The sections are:
Specialist Leader-Instructor
Institute which will be held on
April 14, Special Interest
Sessions which will be held
April 14-15, Competitive
Swimming Clinic which will
be held April 16 and the Pool
Operators Course which will
be
held
April
16-17.
Among the topics to be
discussed during the Special

Interest Sessions are:
"Teaching Boating Safety in
Pools,'' "Teaching White
Water
Canoeing
in
Pools,""Aquatic Fun for the
Handicapped," "An Efficient
Method of Teaching NonSwimming Adults,"
"Aquatics and the Law,"
"Philosophy,
Motivation
Techniques and Training
Programs" and "Methods of
Teaching and Correcting
Competitive StrokesButterfly,
Backstroke.
Breaststroke, Crawl-Along
with Starts, Turns and Relay
Pick-Ups."
The staff of the institute
includes: Don Gambril, head
coach at the University of
Alabama and an Olympic
swimming coach in 1968,1972,
and 1976: Dr. Norris Eastman, aquatics director and
professor of physiology at the
University of Richmond; and
Charles Arnold, aquatics
director and men's swimming
coach at Madison College and
the YMCA's Aquatic Commissioner for the Southeast
Region.

JODY TAN SKY returns a shot in the Duchesses' 11-2 win over
George Mason University Wednesday at home. The match was
played during the snow, and eight-game pro sets were used to
speed up play. The Duchesses' next match will be Tuesday at
William and Mary.
Photo by Don Peterson
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Representatives from the Woodrow Wilson
Rehabilitation Center challenged Madison's
men faculty to a wheelchair basketball
ganje Tuesday night. Although spotting the
faculty about 30 points, the 'Rehabs*
pulled out a victory

Phys Ed Instructor John Radar tries to block a

shot

by

George

Harris

Wheelchair Basketball

Assistant basketball coach Buddy Mills shoots for two
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Track team gains unique distinction at meet
Earns places in 120-high hurdles .and shuttle- hurdle relay
By KEN TERRELL
College
track
teams
generally gain reputations as
either strong sprinting teams
/— . or strong distance-running
teams. However, after last
Saturday's performance in
the prestigious Colonial
Relays in Williamsburg.
Madison College may have
gained the unique distinction
as a team known for its
hurdlers.
Competing against such
East Coast track powers as
Perm State, Maryland and
North Carolina Central,
Madison earned places in both
the 120-yard high hurdles and
the shuttle-hurdle relay.
Keith Pope, who is undefeated
this season in regular outdoor
competition, led Madison
hurdlers with a 14.0 fourthplace finish in the 120-yard
race. His time was just onetenth off the qualifying
standard for this year's
outdoor nationals.
Pope then teamed with
Jerry Cutright,
Buddy
Kelchner and Jeff Artis to
capture third in the relay
race.
For Kelchner, a
national class hurdler at the
Junior Cottege level, last
Saturday marked his first
race since transferring to

Madison this fall.
Mike Perry, the Dukes
other stalwart this season
along with Pope, came
through with a 14*6" pole vault
and a third-place finish in that
event. The mile relay team of
Roy Allen. Mike Weaver, Bill
Miller and Pete Desrosiers
placed second in their section
of the University Division
race with a school-record time
of 3:22.7. Allen also combined
with Jeff Kunkler, Keith

Joyner and George Woodson
to establish a Madison record
of 3:22.9 in the sprint medley
relay.
Hurdlers Keith Pope, Jeff
Artis and Jerry Cutright
finished first, second and
third, respectively, in the 120yard high hurdles last
Tuesday, to help boost
Madison to a second-place
finish in a tight triangular
meet with Frostburg and
Shippensburg.

The Dukes edged out
Frostburg. 60-57. but fell to
Shippensburg's 64 points in a
meet held at Shippensburg,
Pa. The finish avenged what
coach Ed Witt described as
the "worst loss of the season
last year," to the hands of
Frostburg.
Distance runner Mike
Greehan. a participant in that
loss, gained some personal
satisfaction with a victory in

the mile in school-record time
of 4:17.6, and a second-place
finish in the three mile. Mike
Perry's 13'6" effort in the pole
vault was enough for first
place, and Fred Garst
overcame a strong field of
weight men to win the shot
with a 48'6" throw
The Dukes host their first
meet this season when West
Virginia Wesleyan visits
Thursday at 3 p.m..

Baseball team downs Buffalo, Edinboro in snow
(Continued from Page 19)
when they scored five runs,
including Barbe's grand-slam
homer with two outs.
Bono led the inning off with
a single to left. He moved to
second when left fielder Fred
Miscirmarra misplayed the
ball. Bono was moved to third
when the bases were loaded
by walks, and scored on
Mitchell's sacrifice fly to left.
After LaCasse walked on a
full count, Barbe hit the first
pitch over the fence in leftcenter.
Those runs were more than
Semones needed as he retired
the ninth-innings batters in

order, striking out two of the
three.
The Dukes extended their
record to 16-7 in the nightcap
with a 10-2 embarrassment of
the Bengals.
The weather, which had
gotten worse as the afternoon
wore on, seemed to be the
most formidable opponent for
the Dukes.
Again, as in the first game,
the Dukes jumped out to an
early lead and made it stand
up. Winterfeldt walked with
one out, stole second, and
scored when Mitchell singled
through the infield.
That lead was stretched to
four runs when, in the second,
Roger Lee walked and later

scored. Parenteau hit an
infield single and later scored
and David Showalter reached
on an error. Pinch-runner Bob
Sica scored on Winterfeldt's
single.

Before Buffalo could get on
the board, Madison added
three more runs in the fifth
With the score 7-0, Semones
gave up his first runs.

Hoffman, Dingledine qualify
Hoffman and Dingledine
qualified for the women's
intramural softball semifinals last night.
Hoffman relied on a strong
offense to advance. They beat
Fredrickson 10-0, and blasted
Short's 30-5.
However,
the teams
defense has been consistant

by not allowing an opponent to
score over seven runs the
entire season. *»
Dingledine
has
been
dependent on clutch hitting to
edge CCM 1-0 and Chappelear
9-8.
The Hoops played the
Wildcats and the Coneheads
met the Little Sisters in
quarterfinal action last night.

For SGA Treasurer Vote

PAUL
MANNING
Experience
•Chairman of Finance
Committee for 2 years
This position requires working
very closely with the SGA
Treasurer
• SGA Senator for 2te years

Don't Get Ripped
Off By The Extras!
CHOPPED STEAK DINNER

$1.49
Tuesday and Wednesday
• With Baked Potato and Texas Toast

•Member, College Council
Planning and Development
Commission
•Member, Student Activities Fund Advisory
Committee
*

Platform
•Increased publicity of SGA funding and budaetins
activities
*
•Increased accountability of SGA funded organisations
to the SGA, and the SGA to the students
•Zero base budgeting

• Free Beverage Refills • No Tipping

•Constant visibility and openness to student's feedback
and ideas

REMEMBER the extras
don't cost extra at—

PAUL MANNING for SGA
Treasurer

• All The Soup and Salad yoa can eat

Phone 7357 Box 2248

Responsible, Experienced, Leadership
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Women ruggers 'hit as hard, hurt as hard'
By SARAH STRADER
"Even though no one takes
us seriously, we take our team
very seriously," said the
captain of the Madison
College women's rugby team.
Leslie Cirelli continued,
"We hit as hard, hurt as hard,
and fall just as hard as any

men's team."

The women ruggers first
organized last semester, but
have only begun playing other
teams this semester. They
have five games and one
tournament
in Norfolk
scheduled for the season.
There are presently six

women's teams in Virginia,
but as interest in rugby increases, so should the number
of teams.
The Madison team consists
of 17 players, with a continuing recruiting effort going
on, according to Cirelli.
The girls, whose ex-

perience in sports lies with
cheerleading, track and
gymnastics, say they enjoy
the contact and roughness of
rugby.
"Most people don't realize
the endurance and skill
necessary for rugby," said
Mary Brooks, who plays in the
scrum.
Brooks admitted that the
players don't know all the
rules of rugby yet, but she said
they rely on learning as they
go.
"It's a fast-paced game.
We just get out there and do
what we know we have to do.
You don't get hurt that way,"she said.
Their practices, held three
times a week for two hours,
involve running, passing
practice and tackling skills.
The women's team relies
on Ae coaching of experienced rugby players, Tim
Walters and Rob McGinnis.
Walters
and
McGinnis
supervise practices as well as
travel with the team.
The team is organized as a
club, with each member
paying $10 in dues which
covers transportation and
"beer for the parties." They
have, in addition, elected
officers Cathy Haithcock, Lori
Sherwood, Barb Perkins, and
Alisa Brown.
The women ruggers also
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participate in the traditional
"post-game party" and
"rugby songs" which usually
take place around a keg or two
of beer.
Several girls said a great
deal of respect exists among
rugby players, as well as a
general closeness of the team
itself.
"Although we may tackle
an opponent with full force, we
always stop and help her to
her feet," one girl said.
The players give a variety
of reasons for joining the
team.
Cirelli said she's
playing because she has
always been interested in the
game and she thought she'd
like to try a contact sport.
Brooks added it's good
exercise and playing will "get
you in shape fast."
Others commented they
were looking for something
more than intramurals but not
as much as an intercollegiate
sport or that they became
interested through friends on
the men's team. Still, some
joined "just for the fun of it."
The team has played one
home game, and lost, to the
University of Virginia. Coach
Walters said the girls played
extremely well and displayed
how fast they have learned the
game.
The women's rugby team
has only one more home game
against Lynch burg on April
23. They invite anyone interested in playing to show up
for practice or contact any of
the players for information.
"If more girls just watched
or tried rugby, I feel sure
they'd join us, said the team
captain.
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Soup and sandwich line to be continued

4

Scooter's Nooze reports called erroneous
By ZELDA TERRY
The soup and sandwich
line, across from Duke's Grill
in the Warren Campus Center,
has been a popular lunch spot
with commuters and will be
continued next year, according to Robert Griffin, food
services
director.
Reports in "Scooters'
Nooze" that the line would be
discontinued are erroneous,
he
said.
When it first opened this
year, prices were held low to

attract people, and it seemed
people were shifting over
from the snack bar, Griffin
said.
"In January we considered
discontinuing this service
because we were losing
money, so we have raised the
prices," he said.
"We are more concerned
with providing a service," he
said, "but next semester
prices may have to be raised
again so we can break even."
Faculty comprise about 20

per cent of the customers at
the soup and sandwich line,
Griffin said, and if some other
facility is opened to serve
faculty lunches, such as a
faculty club, the line would
have to be reconsidered.
Students seem to like the
convenience of the soup and
sandwich line. "The food's
good and
prices
are
reasonable," said one commuter. "It's a good deal. If
you compare it to a
restaurant, it's reasonable,"

'Film problem is auditorium'
(Continued from Page 2)
equipment before the show,
something that has become
obligatory since the repeated
instances of vandalism last
semester.
But the projectionists are
not really required to do
anything more than show a
movie; maintenance has
never been stipulated as a
rt of their duties and there
s never been a full-time
person to supervise maintenance.
in fact, the buck seems to
stop nowhere; nobody has
ever assumed the responsibility for supplies either,
according to Jerry Weaver,
assistant student activities
director.
Even if the projectionist did
inspect the film thoroughly
before each show, if the film
was a 35mm print and had bad
splices and sprocket damage,
it would take him a very long
time to splice the film into
workable shape with the stiff
and rusty 35mm splicer that
he has to work with.
This is not to say that the
projectionist is completely
innocent. There have been
films this semester that have
been off the screen for 20
minutes and it has not been
the fault of the equipment.
But when you consider that
the projectionist has no
maintenance responsibilities,
the aforementioned accoustical
problem,
in-

Chrysalis
funding
(Continued from Page 1)
Chrysalis is continuity,
Caldwell said and having a
single adviser "will clear a lot
of thedifficulty of continuity."
"I feel that the adviser
should be changed every few
years to keep ideas fresh,"
she
added.
The adviser's responsibility will be to maintain
and perpetuate the Chrysalis,
and to oversee finances, according to the proposed
constitution.
Before adoption, the
constitution must first be
approved by the Chrysalis
staff and the student activities' sub-committee on
student
clubs
and
organizations. Then it must
be approved by the Commission on Student Services
and finally by» Carrier.
In a letter to her. Carrier
"indicated strong, wippo-» '~)M»
an outlet for our creative
students." Caldwell said.
This year's Chrysalis is
now being printed and "should
be coming out in the next
couple of weeks," Gray said.
Election of next year's
officers was held Thursday
-flight:

sufficient supplies, sometimes
damaged prints and the
hinderance of vandalism, you
can almost be sympathetic.
The whole thing reminds
me of a recent conversation
with a man who saw movies in
Wilson back in the 1940s.
When I
told him of the
technical problems that
Wilson is now having, he
simply smiled and tola me
that things have not changed
much.
Because the projectionists
have changed since then but
the problems have persisted, I
am left to conclude that the
Wilson projection problem is a
collection of the factors I
mentioned before.
The major improvements
may come with the new
auditorium.
There will

proibably be new equipment
bee
! a transfer of the
present equipment would be
too difficult, according to SGA
senator Paul Manning. And
there will hopefully be a fulltime maintenance official, the
most essential improvement.
In the meantime, perhaps
we can put some stock in CPB
chairman Bill Powell who has
thus far shown himself to be
responsible. Aside from the
explanatory letters that he
has written with David Imre
to "The Breeze" to clear up
discrepancies, Powell has
screened films, run out to buy
a new fuse to replace one that
had halted a show and
supervised projection.
With his good intentions
and a new theater on the way,
things are looking better.

another commuter said.
"We offer several combinations, with 12 or 15 soups
and five kinds of sandwiches,"
Wes Ringold, food service
manager of Warren Campus
Center said. "We make our
own bread each day to improve our sandwiches," he
added.
The vending center is
another new service offered to
commuters this year. "The
purpose of the vending center
is to supplement those who
bring lunches to campus,"
vending manager Don Blume
said.
The vending center offers a
variety of beverages, including hot and iced tea, fruit
drinks, coffee, and soft drinks.
Also available are cigarettes
and assorted candies and
gums.
The vending center also
provides commuters with a

lounge suitable for eating
peacefully or for studying.
"If the vending center
E roves to be successful, we
ave plans to install carpeting
and lockers to improve
facilities," Griffin said.

Colder'n Buffalo
(AP)-Buffalo got a lot of
publicity about its heavy
snowfall
this
year.
But it's nowhere near what
they got in the north central
New York hamlet of Sears
Pond.
Weather observer Charles
Kazinski says a record 421
inches has fallen this winter with more on the way.
Kazinski says at one point he
had eight feet of snow in his
driveway.
Buffalo
has
recorded a mere 180 inches so
far this winter.

Enjoy Easter Sunday At The
Sheraton
featuring both a

Breakfast &
Luncheon Buffet

You can keep it under your
hat for only so long ...

Breakfast

Then spring arrives and suddenly there's no way to hide
it anymore. Get your hair in
shape for the active, sunfilled days ahead. Come out
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a Full Tilt spring!
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SCHEV:

How its actions affect Madison College

(Continued from Page 1)
a mission statement containing the institution's
proposals.
SCHEV also approves
enrollment projections, new
academic programs, the
establishment
of
new
departments, schools, college
branches, divisions or extensions, and changes in space
inventory.
Other responsibilities of
SCHEV include advising
private colleges, developing
formulas and guidelines for
budgetary
proposals,
presenting educational plans
biennially to the General
Assembly acting as a comprehensive data system and
conducting special studies
when necessary.
One advantage of SCHEV
over some other type of board
is that "SCHEV recognizes

unique characteristics of the
individual institutions,"
Jackameit said.
Other types of state
education boards consist of
public or state institutions
which get together and
coordinate themselves, or a
single control board which
replaces all institutions'
governing boards, hires all the
presidents, and consolidates
the budgets and school
policies.
SCHEV is considered to be
a coordinating board and its
members are appointed by the
governor.
Individual institutions have representatives on SCHEV committees,
according
to
Jackameit.
Among these committees
are the General Professional
Advisory Committee (GPAC).
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♦
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the Instructional Professional
Advisory Committee (IPAC),
and the finance advisory
committee.
GPAC consists of all the
college presidents or their
equivalent and gives advice
and counsel concerning broad
issues.
rPAC consists of the
academic vice presidents or
their equivalents and give
advice and counsel relating to
academic programs.
The finance advisory
committee consists of the
chief administrators of
business affairs for each
school and works with matters
of finance and business affairs.
"Personally, I believe
Madison
has
a
better
relationship with SCHEV than
some of the other institutions
in Virginia," Jackameit
said.
SCHEV is "very
receptive" to suggestions
from individual institutions
and gives them the opportunity to work for change,
he added.
In Madison's mission
statement to SCHEV, instruction is given the highest
priority, followed by public
service and then research.
Professional programs are
cited as Madison's main
strength, with a strong
foundation in the School of
Arts and Sciences and a
responsibility in teacher
preparation.
The state-wide role of
Madison is to be a residential
environment which provides a
self-centered college com-
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munity for students with a
relatively wide range of
academic abilities and interests.
Madison seeks to
prepare students for useful
lives as citizens of the Commonwealth, the statement
says.
SCHEV has no say in the
use of special funds, which
Jackameit defines as "money
that comes from other than
tax revenue, such as student
fees and tuitions."
Institutions also set up their
own standards and policies
regarding students, faculty
and admissions, Jackameit
said.
Madison makes its own
budget in accordance with
SCHEV guidelines, he added
SCHEV only has the power to

review and make suggestions
on budget proposals, not
restrict them, he said.
Though
SCHEV
is
becoming "more powerful
and is now stronger than it's
ever been" Jackameit thinks
it is necessary and is compatible with other boards of its
nature.
A statewide coordinating
body which is established by
the legislature is probably
necessary in states that have
diversified institutions which
compete, such as Virginia, he
said.
A coordinating body like
SCHEV is preferable to a
consolidated governing board
which makes all institutions
equal in the absolute sense,
Jackameit said.

SGA 'informally' agrees
to give Garber Hall $150
The Student Government
Association (SGA) lacking the
24 senators needed for a
quorum did not conduct any
business Tuesday.
However, informal reports
were heard, and after the
meeting adjourned, the SGA
unofficially voted to give
Garber Hall $150 to help it get
out of debt.
Garber lost $450 at a party
which it held at the Auto
Auction Dec. 9, and has been
trying to get out of debt ever
since, according to Garber
President Terry Goins.
Goins blamed the loss on
the party on an administrative
rule which prohibited the
dorm from advertising the
Krty in more than twodorms
sides Garber.
The rule was an injustice,
Goins said, because a party
held at the Auction by Tau
Kappa Epsilon the next night

was not subject to the same
rule.
Garber is $45 in debt now,
but has not been able to
purchase any of the things
which dormitories normally
buy over a year, Goins said.
Such things include vacuum
cleaners, kitchen equipment,
and recreational equipment.
In other SGA business, the
commuter concerns committee announced that it had
elected Wayne Baker its new
chairman, and Jacob Saylor
and Cheri Whetmore the two
new off campus senators.
Tom Gillette won the raffle
of a weekend at Bryce
Mount in, and $45 was made on
the raffle, Baker said.
Baker also announced that
the commuter committee
would be meeting at 7:30 p.m.
on Monday nights in one of the
meeting rooms -

[•JVC Cassette Deck.
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^Announcements
Office
of
Career
Planning
and
Placement Interview
Schedule for April, 1977
f»pril 13
Aetna Life & Casualty
Insurance Co.
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Orange County Public
Schools
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
April 14 Fidelity Unioit
Life Insurance 9 a.m.-4
p.m.
April 18
Camp Shenandoah
10 a.m-4 p.m.
April 19
Highland
County
Schools
10 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

Play auditions
Madison College Theatre
auditions for the first
production of the 1977-78
season, "Heracles," are April
18 and 20 at 8:30 p.m., and
April 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Wampler Experimental
Theatre. Dress for movement
auditions. "Heracles" will be
Madison's entry in the 1977
American College Theatre
Festival.

WMRA jobs
Applications are being
accepted for summer and fall
jobs at WMRA. Most are
volunteer or practicum. but
so.ne 10 and 15 hour jobs are
available Call Karen Holp at
WMRA for information, or go
by to pick up application.

Tennis intramurals
The sign-up deadline for
tennis intramurals. including
men's and women's singles,
faculty singles, student mixed
doubles and faculty mixed
doubles is April 11. Play will
begin April 14.

Volleyball tourney
On April 14. the men's
volleyball club will hold the
first annual Madison Invitational Volleyball Tournament. Teams will include
George Mason. Virginia Tech,
Galludet, Naval Academy,
and Madison. Play will begin
at
5:30.

BUMBAUGH
BUCK
New and I'sed
Car Dealer 272

1976
TOYOTAS
Like-new- condition
Less than 10,000 miles
Two to choose fronL
202 North Liberty Street
llarrisonburg 134-4749

Psychology picnic

Organ recital
Jay Jackson will present
his senior organ recital at 3
p.m. on April 9 in Wilson Hall.
Admission
is
free.

English club
The English Club will meet
April 14 at 7 p.m in WCC-A.
Next year's officers will be
elected at this meeting.

1905 revolution

The psychology department is sponsoring a picnic for
all psychology majors,
minors, faculty, family and
friends on April 30 from 12-4 at
Purcell Park. The Price is $.75
per person. Tickets will be
available at the campus
center. For more information,
call 7118.

A slide show on the
People's Republic of China
will be presented April 12 at
7:30 p.m. in Duke A200.

Cap and gown

SGA elections

China slides

Cap and gown orders will
be taken for seniors on April
13. This willl be the only day to
purchase
them.

Free concert
There will be a free concert
on April 9, 2 p.m., on the
Chandler Plaza.

Candidates debate
"Face the Candidates," a
question and answer session
between a panel of The Breeze
staff members and candidates
for SGA executive council,
will be aired on WMRA (91.7
FM) April 7, 9 p.m.

Madisonian auditions will
be April 18-23 in Duke M204.
For applications and information, call Sandra Cryder
at 6393.

(AP) Two nev^Tesearch
studies published recently
diuscount earlier evidence
that prolonged marijuana use
causes
Brain
damage.
Results of the studiescarried out independentlyappear in an issue of "The
Journal of the American
Medical Association." Both
experiments used a new X-ray
brain scan technique, and
both found no evidence that
heavy
marijuana
use
damages the brain or the
cental nervous system.
A British study reported in
1971 had found signs of
structural brain damage
among
heavy
users.
The new findings may
provided an added push for a
Carter administration plannow before Congress--to
legalize possession of small
amounts of marijuana.

ENIAM.LTD.

Education law
A meeting for all persons
involved in education will be
held at 7 p.m. April 18 in
Miller 101. Dr. William Gieger
will discuss the regulations
concerning the Education for
All Handicapped Act.
He
will emphasize the role
classroom teachers will play
in the implementation of the
law.
A question-answer
period will follow.

A speech on the Russian
Revolution of 1905 will be
given by Professor Walter
Sablinsky on April 15 at 2 p.m.
in WCC room A.

Madisonians

Research refutes
brain damage

N

SGA elections are April 12.
On campus students will vote
in their dorms from 6:30 to 1<
p.m.
and
off-campus
students may vote in the P.O.
Lobby from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Lawyer to speak
Sylvia Clute will speak April
14 in the WCC Ballroom. 3
p.m. She is a lawyer in Richmond and started the AM
Women's Bank there.

Football manager
A football manager is
needed for the 1977 season
Call Coach McMillin at 6517.

RE-ELECT

Suzanne
Greene
SGA Secretary
Aprtl 12th
iid advertisement

GORDON

I ICIHIOOI
SAT. APR. 30

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
17 001400 All Sf ATS RESERVED
CIVIC CENTf R 1 All MERONIMOUS STOHS

ORDER BY MAIL NOW
GODOON UGHTTOOT. COROANOXE CMC CENTER
710 WMIAMSON *D N £ ROANCWE VUGINIA
CHtTlflEO CHKRS OR MONEY ORDERS ONIY
CAU9R1 1»1 FOR INFORMATION

ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER

| WERNER'S MARKET j:
"The Party Package Store" j
>••••••••••••»*»••••••••<,»»»»•• j
[Cigarettes All Brands - carton $3.13}
Milk I gal. jug
1.59$
J Eggs Grade A Extra Large
.79
>
* Bacon Esskay Quality - 1 lb.
1.19
?Sausage Esskay Farm Style 1 lb. .79
Coke, 7-Up, Dr. Pepper 3 Qts.
.99
.0\d Mill & Blue Ribbon Long Necks J

4.79
■
jSchlitz & Stroh's Long Necks case
*
5.79
Red, White & Blue 6 pk. cold
1.19$

Tuborg-Gold Beer (Beer of Kings)
6 pk. cold 1.69
JOId Milwaukee "Party Pak" 12 cold

m

>•

2.88 if
j .
Cheese-Sharp-Mild-Wis. Brand 1 lb. T
J >
1.59
Liebraumilch-Siefert Cold
1.89
jBlue Nun Special Cold
3.29
?*•••*•••••••••••*•*••••**•*****

i •
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CPB BILLBOARD

*****************************************************************

Spring Fever
*****************************************************************

Featuring
CHESS" in concert

Saturday April 16
noon-4PAA
Godwin Practice Field
plus OUTING SHOW
*15 BIG GAMES
• FREE COTTON CANDY

* FREE SNOWCONES

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a*
featuring

\ Coffee House
\

featuring

Betsy Kaske
Extrordinarv Blues

April 12 & 13
8:30 PM

WCL

i&llr'oom

*
*

MAIDEN
VOYAGE
Saturday April 9
WCC Ballroom
Plus
—r-^Brass Monkeys"Mid
Rasputave Stash

VUWMtfUy Vtf W~MI Wrfl«JfcrfWrfWdkrfkyhtfbyhybykrffctfi*rfkrfi«^tarffc^W*brfk^^rfbrfb«'hrfWrfhWbUkrfki<liJbJbJhWbrfWJk^Wrfbrfi(rfWrfWrfhilhrfbrfWiWwWrfb^iii
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I Classifieds
Forreal
APARTMENT

FOR

RENT

two blocks from campus.
Available now and -or for next
year
Three bedrooms, kitchen, living room, bath with
shower, attic, two porches,
nice yard. Perfect for three or
lour people. Privacy
Call
4.'!:i-2H2K and leave your name
and
number

SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS. Rental, Rock
Shop, Blue Ridge Dive and
Craft Shop, 1726 Allied St.,
Charlottesville. Only hours:
1-5 Sat. and Sun., Ph. 804-2936984.

Wauled
ROOMMATE WANTED:
Own unfurnished room in
Squire Hill for May and
possibly summer session. $20
a week. Alan. 433-9362.

DOONESBURY
TO THE
MISSHAUSBNBAUM?
MY NAME IS DUANE
WHITE
House?!
DBLACOURT, AND I'M
7
I CALLING ONBEHALFOF ME WHY
' THE PRESIDENT 10 INME7
VITE YOU 10 DINNER
c _ NEXT WEEK..

f

tfS BASICALLY A STAFF
PROBLEM, HAM. I JUST
NEED MORE HELP IF I'M
60/N6 TO FILL TUB "PLAIN
FOLKS" QUOTAS FOR STATE
PINNERS..
/

TENNIS INSTRUCTORS,
head pro, assistant pro and
camp positions; good playing
and teaching backgrounds;
interesting work and good
income; call (301) 654-3770,
Robert Reade.
NEED: One girl to share
apartment with three others.
Open April 1st. $56 25 per
month
each plus
utilities. Call Karla 434-4194
after 5:30

1

WS-!*

W»

IMPORTANT STUDY
ABROAD ANNOUNCEMENT:
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING
ACCEPTED for Summer 1977
and Academic Year 1977-78
for MOSCOW, LENINGRAD,
LONDON, PARIS, DIJON,
NICE, SALAMANCA,
VIENNA,
FLORENCE,
PERUGIA,
GENEVA,
COPENHAGEN,
AMSTERDAM. All subjects for
all students in good standing.
Accredited university courses. 4,6,8-week summer terms
or quarter, semester, full year
terms. Summer from $710.
Year term from $1590
CONTACT: CENTER FOR
FOREIGN STUDY, S-AY
Admissions-Dept M. 216 S.
State Box 606, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48107. 313-662-5575.

TO.. \

■

1

HOW PRESUMPTUOUS ANP
C0tCESCENPtN6 CAN YOU GET?
YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW MB !
WHERE DO WOer OFF CALLING MB UP AND TELLING MB
I'MONLYAVERAGE?!

\ ,,fc v™

ORUS? ITS
BRZEZINSKJ.
\

1 n

HI.2BI66Y!
WHAT'S
UP?

r

For sale
PONTIAC
BONNEVILLE
CONVERTIBLE, '66.
389
cubic inch 4 barrel. A classicMust see. Take a ride- Top up
or down. $100 as is. 434-4186
HOUSE FOR SALE: Seven
rooms and bath.
Within
walking
distance
from
Madison. Call 434-3764 after
4:30 for more information.
SUMMER JOBS:
FIFTY
STATE catalogue of over 2000
summer job employers (with
application forms). Send $2
to: SUMCHOfCE, Box 645,
State College, PA 16801
EUROPE Flexibly and
Inexpensively. Call European
Flights toll-free
1-800-848It786
'

WELL.TOQAY'S
UST0Ff0RB/6N
POLICIES JUST
CAME IN AND-

WEU.ICANTBE
SUR5.BUTIDOHT
WHATF0R? 7H/NKWE/XBXM\
ARENTIHEY SAVORS MEETIN6
THBMASMUCMAS
WORKING
OUT7
HBUSBDTO..

u

I

^y

PONT TELL
ME'THEY'RE
ALL FOR IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATIONf

<M
WELL, ASSOOMAS
WB CLARIFY THEM!
IKNOWWUME
607ABACKli#.

BACKLOG?!
WB*£60IN6
CXATfOYER
HEREHUHATS

I. A DEFENSIBLE
HOMELAND
FORSOYIBT
DISSIDENTS.-'

IT WAY?

f

The Breeze
will not publish
Tuesday,
April 12.

HOLDIT,
LET MB
6BTA
PENCIL..

k~v
~y

r-nfcH

The next
Breeze

is April 15.

<£%?

lhc_Ma«a/i"c I'" Professional
and Amaiurc Guitarists.

PLAYER

NOW \\ \ll \HI I M

«*^

^oom!

HAPPY EASTER to Pat
tycake, Red, Beanie, Pooney
and Sleezy Sue. Don't eat too
many jelly beans.

The Magazine ol Bluegrass and
Old Time Country Music.

Guitar

ANDWS
MUSTBB
YOUR YBS.StR.
WIFE... EDITH,
PIPE .
1I

*J*

^%TAE I ;tN I ri
^J

HARM THE
PRESIDENT ODSSNT
WANT 10 HEAR
ABOUT YOUR SWPC
HEMORRHOIDS!

WANT TO LIVE in Ocean City
this summer but can't find a
place to stay? Nice house,
94th street, room available.
Call Jackie, 4573 for more
information.

Personal
SGA 1st VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE TOM
FLOYD will be available
Monday. 1:00-2:00 in room D
of WCC to answer any
questions or chat.

w
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SKOAL1. _

im*\
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/ lot.

1 I tli^^sNi
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AS IB ITS AN)'OF
YOUR BUSINESS,
6Ee,tM IVB60TA6UY
SORRY,
WHO THINKS I'M
MISS. I... PRETTY DARN

5fe'

UH-HUH.. WELL, YOU
KNOW, MAYBE WE OUGHT
TO CONSIDER SCRAPPING
THBWH0L£AVERA6£
AMERICAN PR06RAM..

•S-

WANTED One male to share
a furnished two bedroom
townhouse apartment at
Squire Hill for the summer, or
any part of the summer I will
undercut
the
rent
significantly. Contact Steve
at 434-9721 or Box 978.
NEED: Two girls to rent
apartment from June-August.
Furnished apt. $56.25 per
month each plus utilities.
Contact Janet or Meg Box 4033
or 434-4194.

UBLL, MISS, AS you
MI6HT HAVE HEARD,
MR. CARTER HAS A mo SAID
PPO6RAM0F/NV171N6 I MAS
7
RANDOMLY S5l£CTBP AVERAGE
-* AVERAGE AMERICANS

ai £M r

SIMMER
STtDENTS
WANTED. Mule or lemale lor
lurnished apartments Poll
block from Madison College.
Ml utilities lurnished. '$75
and Wf per student i Please
,.,,11
2 B i - ■■ 5 :t I
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED for fall 1977 only.
Anyone needing a fall
roommate (December
graduates or spring student
teachers.etc.) please contact
Kathy Thompson at 7228. or
write Box 3537. I plan to live
in
Hoffman.
ROOMMATE Do you need a
-roommate for May and
summer session? Call 4346514

By Garry Trudeuu

7K3 E. Market. Harrisonburg. Va. 22801
4.14-4489

'after
Six
FORMAL RENTALS
For That Special Occasion
Compare Our Prices Complete
Formal Outfits From $1 2-To $40
Largest Selection Of Formals In
Area
Professionally Fitted

Carles JHatlfiaa, $tit.

